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Pena: Arrest is example of
excessive policing by UCF officers
KRISTA ZILIZI
STAFF WRITER

COURTESY

Pena

OCSQ

Student body president
Marco Pefia landed in Orange
County Jail early Friday morning after UCF p.olice arrested
him for disorderly intoxicatiOn
hours .after fr_aternity .recruit-ment concluded for the evening.

Walking ·
under.the
influence
•
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Overlooked party school?
Many students are relieved that
_UCF never makes Princeton
_Review's top 20 list .
REBECCA KULCHAK

UCF police punish

underage drinkers for
public intoxication
RENEE BEAUDETTE
STAFF WRITER
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A 19-year-old freshman is walking
back · to his · dorm. He appears drunk,
speaks .with slurred speech and stag-gers as he walks. He doesn't have a
beer bottle in his hand, he isn't damag- .
ing property, he isn't disrupting the
peace, nor is he driving a car. The UCF
police stop him and ask for his identification and issue him a student referr al.
The freshman is now .required to
attend an alcohol awareness program
and may suffer a number of educational
sanctions including academic probation.
While the student wasn't breaking
any state or county laws by walking
· drunk, he is in violation of UCF's
Golden Rule-a policy that prohibits
und~rage students from being under
the influence of drugs or alcohol at any
.time on campus.
"I had no idea you could get in trouble walking dr:unk. .J thought that you
had to be driving or something like
that," said sophomore Lisa Gill.
Sgt. Troy Williamson, crime .prevention coordinator at UCF's police
department, said that the , police don't
try to target a specific group or harass
students· wh~n enforcing the policy.

Pefia, 22, a member of the
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity,
was arrested outside the SAE
fraternity house after Pefia
repeatedly attempted · to intervene with.UCF officers who were
conducting a traffic stop in the
fraternity house's parking lot, a
police report said.
Officers said that Pe.fia

STAFF WRITER

T

he weekend keg party is a
symbol of college life for
some students, for others it is
waking up next to a nameless
stranger on a Wednesday morning
unable to remember how they got
there. For UCF students, it is neither~
at least according to the Princeton
Review it isn't.
The Princeton Review-a test preparation and college-admissions company
that releases annual rankings of the
nation's colleges and universities based on
informal surveys-has never included UCF
on its list of top 20 party schools since the
university opened its doors in 1963.
The Princ.eton Review ranking system
rates schools in 63 categories based on in-person or computer interviews with 100,000 students. The party school designation is based on
student use of alcohol and marijuana at each
school, the amount of time ·students spend studying outside of class and the popularity of fraternities and sororities on campus.
While UCF never makes the list of top party
schools, two Florida universities do each year-the
University of Florida and_Florida State University.
Even though UCF doesn't make the Princeton
Review's list of "Stone-Cold-Sober Schools," some
UCF students are questioning why the university
never makes the party school list, while others are
relieved that UCF has managed to escape the notQrious party school label.
"I think UCF is definitely a party school. Ther~
are thousands of sorority girls and fraternity boys
here and everybody kind of knows each other-we get
together and it turns into a lot of partying," said junPLEASE SEE

PLEASE SEE

INSIDE

appeared drunk; he had blood middleman or anything, I was
shot eyes and his speech was just observing/' he said.
Officers say.Pena repeatedly
slurred.
Pefia denies that he was goaded the two UCF officers to
drunk, but admits he was at a take him to jail, and boasted that
local bar earlier in the evening.
he was- a close friend of UCF
Officers warned Pe:fi.a to Police Chief Richard Turkiewicz, .
leave the scene and return to the ·who Pe:fi.a said "would get this
SAE house; Pefia refused.
[matter] taken care of."
Pe.fia said he told the offiUCF officers took Pe:fi.a to
cers, "Listen, I am student body the campus police. department
president, I'm not trying to cause where police gave him a sobriety
tr9uble-I have an obligation as test that showed Pe:fi.a was
student body president to make impaired, according to the police
sure everything is OK."
PLEASE SEE Pena oN 3
"I wasn't trying to be the
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Florida universities move to hire lobbyists
UCF's student

government may
become second to
have private counsel
in state legislature
)

-

SHEYLA NIEVES
STAFF WRITER

)

.)

)

Frustrated with the lack of
clout that UCF's student government has in ·Tallah.assee, student
body president Marco Pena is
considering hiring private lobbyists to represent student government in Florida legislature.
· The
Florida
Student
Association-a non-profit student issues group of student government officials from Florida
universities-currently represents UCF and nine other
Florida 'universities in the state
legislature.
The University of Floridawho broke ranks with the organ. ization last month, blaming FSA
for years of failed lobbying

efforts and unproductive meetings-was the first university to
hire_a private lobbying firm to
better represent the interests of
the school's student government.
Pena said that while he
would like a lobbying firin to do
the same for UCF, student gov-ernment would remain with FSA,
whether or not it hired professional representation.
But like UF, UCF wants better representation not only on
the state level, but also on a local
level, to monitor city ordinances
that might affect students, said
Joshua Grosshans, director of
governmental affairs at UCF.
- "FSA is a great organization-we love what they do, but
there are a lot of issues that are
specific to our campus that need
to be represented," said
Grosshans
Among the specific issues
that UCF student government
officials feel private lobbyists
would better serve, is the potential changes the state is considering for the Bright Futures
Scholarship-a state-funded
tuition reimbursement incentive
for students who attend Florid

SA is a great organization-we l~ve
what they do, but there are a lot of
issues th~t are specific to our campus
that need to be represented.
-JOSHUA GROSSH
director of governmental affairs at

UI_Liversities-and the significantly smaller amount of allotted
space that UCF has been granted for future expansion compared with other Florida urii.versities.
UCF's student government
has· sent letters to at least two
law firms who it is considering
for the lobbyist position. Gray,
Harris & Robinson PA's firm has
already assisted the university in
scheduling 30 minutes of talk
time between UCF student government officials and Florida Lt.
Gov. Frank Brogan.
In the past, UCF's student
government
officials
only

received five minutes to speak
with legislators when in
Tallahassee, said Pena.
If. Pena decides to hire a lobbying firm, SGA will have to shell
out between $50,000 to $60,000
each year for their services. Pena
will appeal to the UCF Senate to
use $30,000 of its working to help
pay for the lobbying firm. FSA
currently· charges UCF $26, 780
in membership fees.
"I'm willing to put forth
money from my own discretionary account to make this a
reality," said Pena.
FSA's executive director
David Foy said, any private firm

University notifies parents when
students commit alcohol violations

Pena charged
with disorderly
intoxication,
resisting arrest ~
without violence
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"If we see someone really drunk,
we try to help them," he said. "''That
may include making sure that they
have a ride home, or calling the fire
department to check up on someone
who we feel may need to go to the
hospital."
. "Sometimes student referrals
are helpful too, bec_ause some of
these kids do need to get into some
type of program or treatment-some
really do have a problem with alcohol," he said.
The UCF police usually enforce
the policy most with students who
show very obvious signs of intoxication and may pose a danger to themselves or others, said Patricia
MacKown, director of the office of
Student Rights and Responsibilities.
"The police and housing staff are
most likely to notice that a student is
under the influence of drugs or alcohol if they are driving erratically,
passed out in a vehicle or stumbling
across campus," said MacKown.
But students believe that the
golden policy is harassing those who
practice responsible drinking habits.
"I know they can stop you if
you're walking on campus drunk, but
I think that's _stupid," said sophomore Tara Weinbrenner. "If you're
smart enough to not get into a car,
then they should leave you alone you can't hurt anyone walking."

The p~lice and housing staff
are most likely to notice that a
student is under the influence
of drugs or alcohol if they are
driving erratically, passed out
in a vehicle or stumbling
across campus.

In an effort to prevent first-time
violators from coming to campus
intoxicated again, the Golden Rule
allows UCF to notify the parents of
any student who police find are inebriated a second or third time.
"My parents would laugh if I got
in trouble for walking around campus drunk, as long as I wasn't driving,"
said
sophomore
Amy
Tatasciore.
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report.
Pena said the whole incident
happened very fast and police
refused to take witness accounts
while they held him at the UCF
police department.
Pena calls the incident an
example of excessive policing of fraternities, sororities and student
leaders by UCF officers.
"This is an ongoing issue of
concern for those -I am elected to
serve-the student body," said
Pena.
"My presence at the incident
that occurred Friday morning was
appropriate and . I believe my
acti-0ns were tempered," he said.
Pena said that he hopes his
arrest will motivate the UCF police
department, the school administration and student government to
seek a solution to prevent UCF
police from targeting and harassing
certain students.
Pena, who was charged with
disorderly conduct and resisting
arrest without violence, remained
in Orange County Jail until Friday
afternoon and was unable to attend
UCF's first football game at Penn
State.
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While the policy is aimed at
deterring underage drinking, students say the policy moves underage
drinking to off-campus locations
instead.
"I never drink on campus-so it
[the policy] doesn't really affect me,"
said sophomore Robert Hugel.
Said Weinbrenner, "They can get
you for anything on campus, so you
have to be really carefui."
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representing -a small group of
students will have more difficulty
trying to demonstrate that its
interests are more important
than those of students at other
universities.
UF and UCF aren't the first
universities to break away from
FSA.
Florida student governments have left and rejoined FSA
during the organization's 26
years of existence. UCF left in
2001-02 but returned this year,
as
did
Florida Atlantic
University.
Florida
A&M
University was also not a member in 2000-01.
Pena said the aecision to
leave that year was made by the
executive vice president who
handled most of SGA'S FSArelated work
Sin_ce FSA was establis];led
in 1976, the organization
obtained a voting seat for student · body presidents on
Florida's university trustee
boards and routinely assists parents, students and student government officials with financial
aid, tuition and faculty questions
concerning each university.
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Traffic jamming: What students do to pass the time
LIBBY BAIRD
STAFF WRITER

The phenomenal volume of
traffic that passes by UCF has
always been a sol!rce of aggravation for students who drive
to UGF. Monday through
Friday when traffic crawls
along at a lethargic pace for
most · of the day en route to
UCF, students have to tolerate
traffic
Junior Adinah Greene
commutes to UCF from lier
apartment on Goldenrod Road,
a drive that she says takes 30
minutes in the morning. She
said when she is stuck in traf- fie she ·contemplates her parking strategy so that she can
find a parking space right
away once she arrives on campus.
"The secret is to go where
you think other people won't,''
she said.
·
Graduate student · Eric
Vogel distracts himself while
stuck in stop and go traffic a
number of different ways. ·
· "I honk, I curse, I listen to
the radio, and then I read
Maxim-it really calms me
down so I don't freak out," he
said. "OtherWise, 1. scope out
cute girls."
Senior Phung Nguyen's car
is· never messy after·she drives
to class in the evenings- bumper to bumper traffic from .
her ..Knights Krossing· apar~
ment to UCF gives her the
opportunity to clean her car
while waiting at red lights and
through stand-still traffic.
]OE IW.ErrA I CFF .
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Dusting oN" 8

•

Florida State and University of Florida continue to make party school list every year

•

Traffic backs up in the West garage on a Friday afternoon. Time spent in traffic gives students time to read, listen to music and even clean out their cars.

~

•
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ior Holly Morris.
Said Junior Stephanie
Zausmer, "We party just as
much as FSU and UF does,
we just don't make as big a
deal out of it."
Partying is not just about
drinking, said Alvin Mites a
sophomore and a member of
the campus chapter of the
National Organization for the.
Reform of Marijuana Laws
(NORML).
"We're quickly becom·ng
the largest NORML chapter
around the country, and I
don't know too many guys
who party as hard as we do,"
said Mites. '<l"ust because you
don't drink, doesn't mean you
don't party."
Other students say that
UCF falls far behind other
universities who do win the ·
party school titles each year,
and there are several factors ·
that prevent "the universi_ty
from achieving the same
party status as that - of
Florida State and University
of Florida.
·
"UCF does not compare
to Florida State arid the
University of Florida." said
senior Russ Watkins. "When I
go up there to visit friends,
you see parties everywhere,
· kids passing out · in hallways-the most you see here
are people sitting on their
porches, drinki~g a few
beers, listening to some ·

music."
Strict campus security,
less students living on campus, fewer local bars and the
university's les·s prominent
reputation in the state are ·
reasons why UCF isn't recognized as a top party ·school
say students.
"We're sort of like an
underground school, . not
many people know about us,"
said freshman James Andres.
"Deep inside we all have the
party animal in us."
Said sophomore Kelly
Pollen: "Everyone here likes
to party, but not on campus or
anywhere dose to campµs
because it's so high-security."
Said sophomore Katrina
Khadaran, "FSU and UF have
a reputation for partying~it
[their party school label] is
not so much based on fact." Some students say a
party school title would misrepresent the university.
"I wouldn't want UCF on
the list because it would give
us a bad image-there needs
to be a -balance, · students
should have the best of both
worlds [academics and partying],"· said sophomore Tara
Plank.
·
·
Senior Aaron White
agrees that students should
be less concerned with their
school's party image and
more concerned with its academic standing.
"It's not that I don't like
to party-it's just that my

parents are spending a lot of
money on my education and I
think that it is disrespectful
to waste their money by wasting my time partying when I
could be studying," he said.
Senior David Moreland
said he would attend a university regardless of what
kind of environment a campus had if that's where he
could earn the best education.
. "I really don't care if
we're No. 1 or No. 2000," he
said. ''I'm here to get an education and that's it. My
school's party rating has
nothing to do with how much
I'm going to party this weekend," said Moreland.
He added, "When it
comes down to getting a job,
saying you went to a party
school isn't going to get you
anywhere."
Like many students, university officials criticize _the
party school list saying it
irresponsibly misrepresents
college life and does a dis-.
service to universities.
UCf Patrol Commander
Michael Zelanes is glad that
UCF has never been included
on Princeton Review's party
school list.
"I don't think we're a
party school and the universi~
ty takes pride in not being
named as a party school," he
said. "For the most part, a lot
of the young people that come
out here, come here to study."
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Some students question why ~CF has never been included in the Princeton Review's annual list
of the nation's top 20 party schools, which o~en includ~s FSU and UF.
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Marijuana possession
and suspended license
·1ead to student arrest
CARLY MORRIS
STAFF WRITER

UCF police charged
Ryan Ledyard, 19, with driving under the influence and
driving with a suspended
license Aug. 20.
While running a stationary radar on Central Florida
Boulevard, Officer Mario
Jenkins. noticed a white pick
up truck without an operating license tag light.
Jenkins
stopped
Ledyard at 1:56 a.m. and
noticed the odor of m~rijua
na on Ledyard and his truck.
LeQ.yard had red, glassy eyes
and unsteady balance when
·
he exited his truck.
Ledyard said be had
smoked _a bowl of marijuana
approximately one hour
before being stopped and he
gave Jenkins permission to
search his truck.
During the search,
Jenkins and Officer Penvose
found a small amount of marijuana. Ledyard swayed during field sobriety tests and
used his arms for balance.
Jenkins
arrested
Ledyard and took him to the
Orange County DUI center.

Warning, do not
exit the vehicle
Thomas Jam es Laney,
·31, was arrested on charges
of obstructing a police officer, resisting an officer with
violence and resisting an officer without violence on Aug.
22.
Officer Paul White
stopped Laney for exiting a
parking lot the wrong way.
White explained that he was
conducting a traffic stop, and
Laney must remain in his
vehicle while he contacted a
dispatcher.
Laney exited the vehicle
anyway. White told Laney he
would be arrested if he did
not get back in the vehicle.
When Laney refused, White
called for backup.
When White attempted
to put handcuffs on LaneJ, he
pulled away. ·White sprayed
Laney with a chemical agent
and was able to handcuff
·~.
him.
Emergency
services
were called to examine
· Laney since a chemical agent
had been used.
Laney refused medical
treatment, and was transported to the Orange County
Jail.

Over my peppersprayed body
Neil Alvin Marshall, 20,

was arrested on charges of
trespassing after a warning
and resisting an officer without violence on Aug. 22.
Officer Allan Darcey was
called to the UCF police
department's parking lot to
assist Sergeant Hartsfield
with a domestic disturbance
call.
The complainant, Shaun
Marshall, said he was trying
to drop off his brother, Neil
Marshall at school and he
refused to get out of the car.
Shaun Marshall said he had
taken Neil Marshall out of the
house becaus~ he had been
in an argument with their
mother.
Neil Marshall said he did
not want to get out of the car
because he wanted to go to
work and said the only way
he would be taken ·out 9f the
car is by force.
Shaun Marshall asked
his brother to get out of the
car, and offered to pay for the
cab or bus fare so that Neil
Marshall could go to work.
Neil Marshan~ refused
insisting that he would not go
willingly. He also warned officers that he did not want to
be touched. Hartsfield and
Darcey opened the passenger side door and told Neil to
get out of the car or he would
be pepper sprayed.
Neil Marshall threatened
them to do it and Darcey
sprayed while Sergeant
Carpenter
undid
Neil
Marshall's seatbelt. He was
placed on the ground, where
he was handcuffed without
further force, was examined
by emergency services, then
transported to the Orange
County Jail,

No experience? No problem
Freshnutn searching
for jobs should wok
on campus
CRYSTAL ESPINOSA
STAFF WRITER

During their first semester
at college, freshmen may often
find themselves in a very common predicament.
They've run out of money,
they need a part-time job and
they have no experience to
offer employers.
"The economy in Orlando
is not where it was a couple of
years ago," said Melanie
Parker, director of. the Career
Resource Center. ''A couple of
years ago there were actually
more opportunities than students-employers were even
very willing to take on students
who didn't have experience."
But today, in a slow economy, where the competition for
even part-time jobs is fierce,
freshmen are finding that
employers are considering
them last or not considering
them at all because of their
lacking experience and availability.
Susan Creighton, UCF
library office manager, said
many employers prefer to hire
colleg~ students who are sophomores or older because by
that time they have adjusted to
college life and the demands of

school.
"Sometimes they [freshman] think they can make that
commitment and come in all
gung ho and then they get hit
with all the papers and all the
work and it becomes devastat.
ing for them," she said.
Parker says the best place
for freshman-with little experience and limited availability-to look for jobs is on campus.
''An on campus employer is
going to be more respectful of
your status as a student," said
Parker.
"Students are not allowed
_to work when they are scheduled for a class, for example. If
a student has exams coming up
that week, campus employers
will encourage them to balance
their schedule correctly. They
will understand and work with
students if they have other
school obligations."
Freshmen who have no
work experience to offer will
have better luck with campus
employers who look-for different qualities or qualifications
rather - than job experience,
said Creighton.
"We recently had a student
hiring workshop where a panel
of four of the people who hire
students were asked what they
look for most [in student],'' she
said. "It was quite interesting
because each department looks
for something different-some
find neatness to be the very
first important, others like to

see a resume attached-but I
think the biggest thing all the
departments look for is that the
application is filled out correctly."
In addition to campus jobs,
Parker recommends that freshman register on the Career
Resource Center's online database which provides part-time
job listings, as well as internships and full-time job listings.
In addition to online networking, face-to-face networking with friends or acquaintances is also another good
way to land a job.
"I am working as a delivery boy for the print shop here
on campus," said freshman
~ick Hayes. "I had some
friends on the inside who
helped spread my name
around. The only reason l got
the job was because of my connection."
Parker cautions freshman
against working more than 15
hours a week and urges students to maintain enough free
time to participate in clubs and
complete school work.
"Some students are in jobs
that aren't even related to what
they want to do ultimately,"
said Parker. ."They've not
afforded themselves any of the
opportunities of being in student leadership organizations
so they really have nothing tangible to offer an employer other
than 'I made · the choice to
work, instead of putting myself
through school first."'

'Patio
'Display
See us on the Union Patio to learn more about

7\g,ppa.
:from ma.m. - 2p.m.
Mon: 10/07
Wed: 9/18, 9/25, 10/02

Tues: 9/17
Thurs: 9/26

-Gke Claire 'B'BfL

Can't call Dad for bail
Jairus Lavar Adams, 20,
was arrested on charges of
driving with a suspended ·
license and resisting an officer without violence on Aug.

:Meet other Xg,ppas, (}reeks and other interested women
for an informal get togther.
Lake Claire - Wed., 9/18

25.

Open from 6p.m. - 8 p.m..

:Adams was stopped for
driving on the sidewalk at
Pegasus Circle. After calling
a dispatcher, the arresting
officer learned that Adams'
license had been suspended
five times, most recently on.
Aug. 20.
During
his
arrest,
Adams said that he had
argued with his father earlier
in the evening about driving
without a valid license.
Adams said his father · had
said not to call him if he was
arrested.

@ctober
'Presentations
cAttend one ofour presentations to see ij7(g,ppa is the right
fit for you.

Police Reporter Carly Morris can be
reached at cmorris@ucffuture.com

log onto

'IUes., 10/08
Student Union
Presentation 1: lla.m. - Noon - Cape Florida Room
Presentation 2: 1p.m. - 2p.m. :- Cape Florida Room
Presentation 3: 8p.m. - 9p.m. - Pegasus Ballroom

Wed., m/09

(

Alpha Tau Omega House, 4419 Greek·Court
Presentation 4: 1la.m. - Noon
Presentation 5: 2p.m. - 3p.m.
Presentation 6: 7p.m. - 8p.m.

www.ucffuture.com
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Wanna go to the Biggest Porty of the Year?
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AT&T ·College Communications
~ ~. ~ WGll1d. ~ ~.

M_USIC -TELEVISION®
)

AT&T

NO PURCHASE OR CALL NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN. PURCHASING OR CALLING WILL NOT INCREASE YOUR CHANCES OF WINNING AS COMPARED TO ENTERING VIA U.S. MAIL.
Eligibility: Open only to legal residents of the 48 co_ntiguous United States and the District of Columbia who are 18 years of age or older as of 8/1 /02. Employees, officers and directors of AT&T, DVC Group, Inc., Project Support
Team, Inc. and their respective parents, subsidiaries, affiliates, distributors, advertising and promotion agencies and suppliers and their immediat~ family members (mother, father, sisteF, brother, any child, husband, wife) and those living in their households are not eligible to enter of win. Void in Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands, Hawaii, Alaska, and where otherwise prohibited by law. Two Ways to Participate: A.) To enter by signing up for AT&T Long
Distance, AT&T One Rate" 7( Plus Plan and/or the AT&T AnyHour International Savings Pion: Call l-877-COLLEGE between l 2:00:00AM Eastern Time ("ET") on 8/1 /02 and 11 :59:59PM ET on 10/31/02 (hereafter referred
to as the "Promotion Period") and provide· the required information to the operator or IVR prompt to receive one entry into the sweepstakes. Limit one entry per household for each plan. B.) To enter by mail: Hand print your name,
complete address, zip code, age, daytime telephone number, email address, college or university name, school status (pt/ft) (if applicablel, and the words "AT&T College/MTV Back to School Promotion" on a plain 3"x 5" paper and
mail it in a hand addressed # 10 envelope with first-class postage to: "AT&T College/MTV Bock to School Promotion", P.O. Box 13084, Bridgeport, CT 06673-3084. Mailed entries must be received by 11 /7 /02 : Limit three entries
per person- and per household for the duration of the Promotion Period. Entries become property of Sponsor. Facsimiles, photocopies and mechanically reproduced entries are void. Entries that are mutilated, lost, illegible, late, misdirected, postage due, or incomplete are not eligible. The use of automated devices (or any other devices intended to automate any aspect of telephone or mail-in entry) to enter Sweepstakes is prohibited. If Sponsor, in its sole discretion, determines that an entrant has usea an automated device to enter, all entries from that entrant will be void . Spons·o r is not responsible for entries that are incomplete, inaudible or interrupted for any reason or for electronic, telephonic, human or other failures, problems or errors, interruptions in service due to system upgrades, repairs, modifications or other causes, failures or malfunctions of conn·ec.tions, phones, phonelines or telephone systems, technical or
mechanical malfunctions, or other malfunctions or errors, whether caused by equipment, programming, human error or otherwise. Prize/Odds: (1) Grand Prize: 4 day/3 night trip for winner and (3) guests to the MTV New Year's
Eve Party in New York City on 12/30/02-1 /2/03 consisting of round trip coach air transportation from nearest major airport in the U.S. to winner's residence, suite hotel accommodations for (4) (one suite), ground transportation
(to/from hotel and the airport), and a total of $1,000 ~pending money for winner only (Approximate Retail Value "ARV"=$6,000). Actual value of prize may vary depending on winner's city of departure. Travel arrangements to be
determined by Sponsor. Wil\ner and guests must travel together on the same itinerary. Trip must be taken on dates and times designated by Sponsor or prize will be forfeited in its entirety and may be awarded to an alternate winner.
No transfer, assignment, cash redemption, or substitution of prize except by Sponsor in the event prize (or any portion thereo~ is unavailable in which case, Sponsor will substitute a prize (or applicable portion) of equal or greater
value . Insurance and all applicable federal, state and local taxes on receipt and use of prize,· if any, and any expenses not specified above are the sole responsibility of winner. Odds of winning the Grand Prize will depend on the
total number of eligible entries received. Drawing: A random drawing will be conducted on or about 11 /14/02 from· amqng--all eligible entries received. Drawing will be performed by Project Support Tea'm, Inc ., an independent
judging organ(zation whose decisions ate final and binding in all matters relating to the sweepstakes. In the e,yent a winning AT&T account selected is a joint account, a total of one prize will be awarded to the holders of that account.
If winner is an AT&T customer, winner's account must be in good standing as of the date prize is awarded. Winner will be notified by mail. Miscellaneous: Grand Winner will be required to execute and return an Affidavit of Eligibility,
Liability Release 'and (where legal) Publicity Release within 3 days of issuance of notification. Traveling companions must be 18 years of age or older as of 8/1 /02 and will also be required to sign and return a Liability Release and
(where legal) Publicity Release prior to the _issuance of travel documents. If any prize notification is returned as non-deliverable, winner will be disqualified and on alternate winner will be selected. Non-compliance with any of the foregoing may result in disqualification and awarding of prize to on alternate winner. By entering, participants agree to these Official Rules and to the decisions of the judges which shall be final and binding in all respects and further
agree that; 1.) Sponsor, its parents, subsidiaries and affiliates and advertising and promotion agencies may use (unless prohibited by lawl their name, city ·and state of residence, photograph and/or likeness for advertising and/or
trade and/or any other purpose in any media now or hereafter known without further compensation, permission or notification and 2.) that the aforestated parties, Project Support Team, Inc., and all of their respective officers, directors, employ~s, represe_ntatives and agents shall have no liability and will be held harmless for any liabi!ity, loss, injury or_damage to partic;ipant or any other person or entity, including personal injury or death to winner, guest or any
other person or damage to personal or real property due in whole _or in part, directly or indirectly, by reason of the acceptance, possession, use or misuse of the prize·and any travel or activity related thereto or participation .in this
sweepstakes. Winner's Name: For the Grand Prize winner's name, send a stamped, self-addressed envelope for receipt by 12/16/02 to: -"AT&T College/MTV Back to School Promotion" Winner, P.O . Box 13106, Bridgeport, CT
06673-3106. Sponsor: AT&T, 340 Mt. Kembel, Morristown, NJ 07960 Promoter: DVC Group, Inc., Mor~istown, NJ 07960 CD OFFER: Consumers who hove signed up for the AT&T long Distance, AT&T One Rote" 7¢ Plus Plan
and} or the AT&T AnyHour International Saving. Plan during the promotion period, in addition to being entered into this Sweepstakes will be sent a Sony online gift certificate which may be redeemed at www.sonycertificates.com toward
'!select CD from tbe Sony Music "Hot New Releases" Catalog (Appro~imate Retail Value "ARV"=$15), while supplies last. The Sony online gift certificate .will be included in the AT&T fulfillment package. Terms, conditions, and restrictions may apply to the use of the online certificate and PIN. Limit one CD per person, e-mail address, immediate fa111ily member, or household. Please allow 6-8 weeks after redemption for delivery.© MTV Networks. All Rights Reserved.
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Dusting, calling radio stations occupy students stuck in traffic
FROM PAGE4

"I store a dust rag in my
car and I dust at every red
light when I get the chance,
and I rearrange the gum, CDS,
hair spray and hair ties that I
keep in my center console,"
she said.
Senior Patty Booher said
the best part about having a
cell phone in the car is that it
gives her the chance to call
into radio stations while she's
stuck in traffic on her way to
school from her . Northgate
apartment.
·
"I try to win free · stuff
mostly, or I request songs," she
said. "I usually call country
stations because I won a free
Pay-Per-View boxing match
once when I called a country
station," she said. ·
Senior Evan Morgenstern
says the worst time to commute from his Boardwalk
apartment to campus is
between 5 p.m. and 6 p.m.
Morgenstern said what
should be a five-minute drive
turns into a 15 or 20 minute
nightmare.
"I listen to the radio and
curse
softly,"
said
Morgenstern. "I wouldn't consider doing anything more distracting than that while 'sitting
in traffic, though I migl:\t have
a soda."
While UCF. provides free
shuttle tr~nsportation to students who live in Boardwalk
and · other student complexes

speed bumps in the residential
areas," she said.
She says that most people
who ride the bus are friendly,
especially in the mornings, but
evenings are a different story.
"Riders are quiet in the
evenings because they just
want to go home," she said.
· Junior
William
Thornburgh disagrees.
"People just sit there," he
said. "No one talks to each
other-it's not a very ·social
place," he said.
But Thornburgh said he
doesn't mind the quiet.
Thornburgh said he likes
the shuttle because it's peaceful.
"I'd like to do homework,
but the ride isn't long
enough-but it's Bnough to pull
out a· Terry Pratchett novel,"
he said.
When Thornburgh doesn't
ride the shuttle, he drives to
campus while consuming 20
ounce bottles of soda and gas
station food.
"There's nothing like a g!}.s
station hot dog," be said.
"They're as addictive as crack
- and probably just as dangerous."
.
MARION OLSON I CFF
Both
DeVries
and
The free shuttle service provides an escape from the traffic, and gives some students a chance to catch up on homework.
Thornburgh say . the most
pleasant aspect of riding the
who says the shuttle buses are shuttle is the polite bus drivon Alafaya Trail to UCF, B," he said.
But other students, who fast and convenient, · advises ers.
Morgenstern said he would
"One bus driver has a
rather make the time-consum- want to ·avoid the gridlock of others fo sit near the front of
word
of the day and says weing drive.
traffic, opt to ride on UCF's the bus.
"If you sit in the back, you have to use it twice that day,"·
"I like just having control shuttle service.
Freshman Heidi DeVriei;;, get jostled when you go over- said Thornburgh.
of getting from point A to point
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National Briefs
Court says Japan used germ warfare
!)

)

A distriCt court in Tokyo ruled that Japan
conducted germ warfare in World War II, bluntly
contradicting the_continued·insistence by the government that there's no proof of such crimes. Buf
the court rejecte~ the claims for compensation by
elderly Chinese victims.
Despite testimony from former Japanese sob·
diers involved in the biological experiments, the
.Japanese government contends there's no proof
that the Imperial Army .spread fleas carrying
bubonic plague bacteria over the Chinese country- .
side and infected food with cholera during its invasion of China.
While brushing aside that denial, the court
ruled that wartime victims couldn't collect com-=
pensation from the Japanese government because
"no international law that enables individuals to
sue for war damages had been established at the
time or has been now."
The decision follows a pattern in- which
Japanese courts have rejected a string of legal
claims slowly emerging from Japan's Asian conquests during World War II. Lawsuits brought on
behalf of slave laborers, women forced into prostitution for Japanese troops, torture victims,
Koreans forced into military duty and Allied pris. oners of war have all been dismissed.
·

Campaign to Freeze Al-Qaida Funds frozen

)

)

J

A global campaign to block al-Qaida's access
to money has stalled, enabling the terrorist network to obtain a fresh infusion of tens of million~
of dollars and putting it in position to finance
future attacks, according to a draft United Nations
report.
· In the months immediately following the Sept.
11 attacks, the United States and other U.N. members moved to shut.down al-Qaida's financial network, freezing more than $112 million in assets
belonging to suspected members and supporters
of the org'fillization.
Only $10 million in additional funds have been
blocked over the past eight months, according to
the 43-page draft report, written b~ a U.N. panel
responsible for monitoring · enforcement of an
arms, travel and financial embargo against .alQaida and its associates.
· Al-Qaida continues to draw on funds from the
personal inheritanc~ of Osama bin Laden, the
Saudi-born dissident who heads the network, as
well as·investments and money diVerted or embezzled from charitable organizations, according to
the draft report.
.
In the aftermath of attacks in New York and
Washington, President Bush announced the freezing of assets of dozens of organizations and individuals linked to al-Qaida, and U.S. diplomats harnessed the authority of the -UN. Security Council
behind the effort. The council adopted a resolution
requiring the United Nations' 189 members .to
seize the assets of individuals placed on a U.N. list
of suspected associates of al-Qaida.
·
Despite this campaign, the report said, al-Qa. da financial backers in North Africa, the Middle
East and Asia manage at least $30 million in
investments .for the _group, with some estimates
ranging as high as $300 million. The money rep?rtedly includes investments from Mauritms,
Singapore, Malaysia, the Philippin~s and Panama, ·
it said:

Democrats: Congress must OK attack·.

.

Two senior Democratic senators said
Thursday that the Constitution require~ Presid~nt
Bush to .get ~ngressional approval before wagmg
war with Iraq.
The firm line drawn by Sens. Patrick Leahy of
Vermont the chairman of the Senate Judiciary
Committ~e and Russ Feingold of WISconsin, a
niember. of the Foreign Relations Committee,
increased the bipartisan pressure on Bush not to
rush into battle.
White House officials, meanwhile, sent signals the president will seek congressional
endorsement for any military action, while insisting that the Constitution does not req~e him to
'
do so.
International pressure on the administr~tion
also mounted Thursday, as French President
Jacques Chirac called for the United Nations
Security Council, not Bush, to deqide whether war
with Iraq is necessary:
In the last week, numerous countries around
the world have strongly criticized Bush's plans for
a war.
Feingold said the White House is required by
.
law to seek a vote.
"The Constitution says that Congress has.the

sole power to declare war," Feingold said. Not
doing so, "is an affront to Congress and to the
·
American people."
Leahy called for a full debate and a vote, citing the Constitution.
.
Both Leahy and Feingold have ccrsponsored
resolutions calling for the president to seek congressional votes before attacking Iraq.

Playboy pose fuels Baylor's ~rath
Fbr years, college women wM posed in
Playboy magazine have earned on-campus fame,
notoriety and maybe a soupgon of envy. But as
students return to Baylor University in Texas thiS
fall, the men are getting most of the attention.
And they kept their clothes on.
More than 50 grinning members of Baylor's
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity-clad in nothing more
alluring than T-shirts and jeans-posed on a sand
volleyball·court for Playboys current "Girls of the
Big 12" issue. Fbur bikini-clad Baylor women were
among them.
. _
University officials are not taking the incident
lightly. A private Christian institution in Waco,
Tex., Baylor has suspended the fraternity for ·a
year and may also take disciplinary ~tion against
the individuals who appeared in the pP.otograph.
Larry Brumley, a spokesman for Baylor, said
posing for the magazine is a violation of the
school's code of conduct.
The fraternity has appealed the punishment.
In addition to the four women in bikinis, one
from Baylor who used an alias posed separately
and in the nude for the magazine. But it appears
she's·off the hook.
She already graduated.
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Florida town's police cars to sport ads, logos
This arrest brought to you by ...
If you saw a car in your rearview mirror with
flashing lights and a MacDonald's logo on the
hood, would you pull over?
In these days of budget-cutting and creative
financing, a Florida Panhandle town commission
has voted to purchase a fleet of 15 police cruisers
for only $15-resplendent with corporate s~onsors.
The mayor of Springfield, a suburb of Panama
City with 9,000 r-esidents, estimates his toW!1 will
save $500,000 over the three years it takes for
delivery on the new cruisers.
·
_
"Roughly, we are talking about $1 million in
cars and equipment that is going to be freed up to
do other things. We could hire more police officers;
the fire department needs another truck," Mayor
Robert Walker said.
'We had some concerns over the sponsors,"
he said. 'We don't want to do anything that would
make our city a laughingstock. We have pretty
much final say on the designs; it can't be anything
with alcohol, tobacco or gambling. It is going to be
a recognizable police car."
Police Chief Sam Slay found information
about the program on the Internet and presented
the idea to the city commission.
"If it doesnrt go well, no other police department is going to go for it'" Slay said. "I've had calls
from Arkansas, Mississippi, St. Louis, Orlando,
Miami police departments asking about this."
The cars come from Gov~rnment Acquisitions
in Charlotte. ''.Any sponsors on the vehicles have to
be done tastefully," said the company's Ken
Allison. "Lawyers and bail bondsmen are welcome, too. One police chief was joking that we
. ·could put the sponsor across the trunk, then as
they are putting them in the.car they could write
down the number.
"The city of Mooresville, N.C., approached us
because they are. at a 3-tcr1 ratio of officers to
cars" and needed more vehicles, he said. "Being
that they are known as Race City, USA, they want. ed to do a NASCAR theme. We are doing this to
promote homeland security. We want every officer
to be supplied with what they need. The citi~s love
it, because it is not using government·funding or
tax dollars."
.
Charging the cities a dollar a car legalizes the
contract. 'We have to charge them something.
They get the dollar back at the end of the three
years with interest," said Allison, who is talking to
about 75 cities about sponsored law enforcement
vehicles.
. In Springfield, Slay says the officers are excited about the new cruisers. "They are going to get
everything they want-radar, onboard cameras,.
laptop computers. They are pumped. They all
want to know who is going to get the Tide car and
who iS going to get the Viagra car."
-COMPILED FROM WIRE REPORJS
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OUR STANCE:

Christian opposition to gay rights irrational

C

onservative Christian groups' resistance
to a proposed Orlando law that would
ban discrimination in the workplace,
based on sexual orientation, smacks of
bigotry and hypocrisy.
Long ago, religion was a basis for discrimination and people suffered persecution and ·
alienation for the sake of practicing a particular
religion.
Hundreds of years later, that kind of discrimination no longer exists,. at least not for
individuals in the United States, but discrimination still persists in this country in other forms
and for other reasons.
While Orlando protects many classes under
the anti-discrimination ordinance including
race, religion, color, national origin, sex, age,
disability and marital status, they have yet to
offer any kind of. protection to gay residents
until now.
Orlando's gay community is now asking the
city for the same protection that it has provided
to so many others-and because the city is
finally considering it, Christian groups have
waged an extensive letter-writing campaign
against the proposal, declaring that gay people
do not deserve protection.
The Florida Family Association, based in
Tampa, has threatened to file a state ethics ·
complaint against Orlando city council member
Phil Diamond if he votes in favor of the proposal.
The group alleges that Diamond, who is a
laWyer, would stand to benefit from the propos. al bec~wse he would defend individuals who
have suffered sexual discrimination. Orlando's
assistant city attorney said there would be no
conflict of interest for Diamond to vote in favor
of the proposal.
The problem isn'-t so much whether
Diamond's vote will create co.n.fl.!cting interests

or whether or not it would increase his client
list-after all those who are discriminated
against deserve lawyers to defend them.
The biggest concern should be the fact that
the Christian groups acknowledge the fact that
gays are suffering from discrimination and
probably know that a protection policy might
give gays the legal recourse to put an end to it.
Conservative Christians have suggested the
only criteria that should be included under the
protection policy is immutable factors such as
age and sex, and gay people do not deserve pro- 1
tection because they are homosexual by choice.
Even though the American Psychiatric
Association has proven that homosexuality is
not a choice, but rather the result of interactions of biological, psychological and social factors, the conservative Christians have bfatantly
disregarded one obvious fact-that religious
affiliation is a choice as well, not beyond their
control. .
If the churches minded their own senseless
criteria, then it is reasonable to ask why church
members should be included in the discrimination protection policy?
The same law, that would protect homosexuals from discrimination, already protects religious groups, yet they are the most vocal opponents of the proposal. The same groups that
oppose protecting gay people from discrimination would be horrified if they became the targets of intolerance again.
Regardless of their personal views on
homosexuality, it is irrational for Christian
groups to oppose a law that extends defense
again.sf discrimination to all citizens. The proposal represents a move in the right direction
for Orlando.
Most people don't have to ask for equal
rights, why should Orlando's gay residents be
any different?

OUR STANCE:

·Attack on Iraq gambles lives,
·allies·and America's mission

T

he attack on Iraq is almost certain. The
temptation for the United States tcr
destroy Saddam Hussein is almost too
much to resist. The justification for this
nation to use pre-emptive self defense as the first
anniversary of Sept. 11 looms closer has clouded
all the common-sen8e that U.S. leaders should be
using, but have decided to ignore.
The United States stands to lose much more
. than it could ever gain if it should decide to go
forward.with an unprovoked attack on Iraq.
Whil~ Saddam Hussein may possess
nuclear weapons and could pose a threat to
world security, as President Bush insists, nearly
every in.ajar world power has voiced its opposi-'
tion to an attack.
Certainly Hussein is a tyrant, and our country may have to deal with him one day, but if the
United Stat~s 'cannot prove to the rest of the
global community that Hussein presents a clear
and present danger, then the United St.ates
should declare war so hastily on the Arab nation.
As powerful as the United States is, this
country e&n't fight the whole world on its own
and shotild not try to isolate itseH from the rest
of the world Furthermore, an attack on Iraq
would .destroy.the coalition that Bush has built-to
fight tecrorism.
. This is not a case of ~big brother stepping
· in to defend a defenseless victim. This is more

··

like the police barging into a person's home to
arrest that person for a crime he has yet to commit.
Unlike 10 years ago, when the first
President Bush wagl:ld war on Iraq after Hussein
invaded Kuwait, the United States in this case
would be the aggressor rather than the defender.
An attack on Iraq would justify the idea of
pre-emptive sell-defense and validates a new
standard in.international relations that any
unprovoked attacks in the future would somehow be reasonable.
Our country's leadership should seek a
diplomatic solution to our end feud with Iraq. H
Hussein will allowUnited Nations weapons
inspectors to re-enter his country, and thus
answer the question of whether he poses a
threat to global security, then President Bush
should delay taking military action against Iraq.
The United States must maintain positive
relationships with its allies in the global war on
terrorism, otherwise the United States risks
alienating our allies and further infuriating our ·
enemies. To riSk distancing ourselves from our
allies, while putting
.
.
·American soldiers' lives at risk, is an irrational gamble. To launch an attack on another
nation,-similar to the one our nation suffered a
year.earlier, undermines ttJ.e United St.ates' righteous mission fo end teITOrism.

•

Adisgusting example of reasoning
I was both confused and
frightened · by SGA . Attorney
General
Marcus
Gould's
response to the -article regarding
SGA's "funding of the Greek
Council "Greeks don't deserve
funds" that ran on Aug. 26.
Confused, because the letter
really made little sense.
Frightened, because I suspect
that Marcus Gould may one day
be running for office at the city,
state or even national level.
I have to ask Mr. Gould if he
actually read his letter before
sending it in and, if so, how he
could miss the fact that it made
no sense?
Mr. Gould states that the
SGA decision "flowed from a decision I rendered .as Attorney
-General." OK, I believe that may
be so. I ask, however, what decision is he speaking of? What decision regarding what question or
circumstance did Mr. Gould make
that influenced the ·SGA to make
their deeision?
How, in any w~Y, does the ·
first paragraph of Mr. Gould'~ letter actually.address the question
of why· the Greek Council should
deserve any SGA funding, let
alone $32,000 of it? What does the
tragedy of Sept. 11 ·have to do, in
any way, shape or form with the

question of student funding?
If Mr. Gould is attempting to
imply that I should not be concerned with wher~· my money is
going, or that I should not disagree with decisions being made
by my government because terrorists attempted to put a dent in
American democracy, I would
argue that he is dead wrong.
Although Mr. Gould's feelings on the tragedy and his pride
in our nation are poignantly
reflected in his words, I am actually disgusted that he wollld use
this subject to distract from the
real issue of the original editorial... ·
· The issue was why should ·the Greek Council_..:made up of ·
several eyclusive organizations
that charge hefty dues-receive
$32,000, when so many other
non-exclusive t>rganizations that
do not collect a.ues received so
much ·less-often times ridiculously less-than what they . ·
asked for.
Mr. Gould's attempt to
explain away this imbalance in
funding was neither coherent nor
lucid and .attempted to distract
from the true issue by invoking
the · memory of a very sad .and
very real tragedy.

-DEBORAH OFSOWIU

FoR MoRE LETTERS PLEASE SEE

Bushs' oN 11

"Safeguarding the rights of others is.the most noble and
'beautiful end of a-human ·being~".

The future encourages comments fiom re~ders. letters to 't~e editnr should not exceed ,
300 words and must include full ,name and phone nmnber. We may edit for len~h.'

-KAHLIL GIBRAN, "THE VOICE' OF THE POET"

at www.UGfuture.com or fax them to 407-44H556. Qutstions? (alt 407-447-4555.

grammar, stylt and libel. ~nd letters to editor@lJCffuture.<om, submit ffiem onlirte
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Don't take me out to
the ball game anymore

Tales from the parking lot

cial pastime.
HORSE WITH NO NAME
- Fans flock to cities all
across the country to attend
games of their home-team
favorites. In Tampa for instance,
they have sold out 60,000 seats
and have another 45,000 people
on a waiting list to get whatever
might become available.
Basketball isn't far behind
JOEY MYERS
though.
STAFF WRITER
Whil~ our hometown Magic
America is in need of a new aren't always so magical, the
national pastime. We crave Kings rekindled a fire in the dull
something with action and com- NBA this year: Granted, the
petition-two things that base- overpowering Lakers won again
ball no longer delivers.
this year, but the close calls durAn argument can be made ing playoff time kept us all on
that baseball lost a lot of its pop- our toes.
ularity back in 1994 when a
The thing that holds the
strike lasted through that year's NBA back from becoming
World Series.
America's favorite sport is a
I, along with many others, lack of competition. The leagues
lost a lot of respect for Major aren't fairly matched. The west
League Baseball. Even so, I tried ·dominates the east in sheer
to watch an occasional game power.
from time-to-time, and in doing
Racing rounds out the comso, it has made me realize the petition in the pursuit to find a
two biggest problems- plaguing new national pastime.
baseball today. .
NASCAR just seems to be
Obviously the striking situ- becoming insanely popular as of
ation is the bigger of the two. It late." Even the bush .leagues are
shows that the players honestly selling record numbers of tickdo not have any love left for the ets.
game or their fans.
Anyway you look at it
The second major probiem though, baseball sucks. It's dead
would be the issue of uneven in my eyes and those of many
teams. With the Yankee's 'pot of other sports fanatics.
gold,' it is no surprise as to why
The players today aren't
they win, or at least come close what they once were. They have
to it, every year.
become selfish and stingy Now that the baseball many not nearly as talented as
threatened tQ spit in our faces the college level players that will
one more time, it leaves many of someday step up to take their
us looking for a new sport to spots.
replace America's national pasDon't waste your time or
time. ·
energy. Go watch the Bucs, the
In Indiana where I · am · Lakers or Dale Earnhart Jr., but
from_, basketball' is pretty much say goodbye to baseball.
Good riddance. ·
a way of life; ID.th racing a close
second. But it is clear that football, the NFL in particular, has
Columnist foey Myers can be
reached at fmyers@ucffuture.com
t~en the lead as our next offi-.

While walking through the
lot in front of Millican Hall on a
dark rainy night, a black sedan
slowly creeps behind you as you
stroll across the parking lot. You
can't tell what the car \Yants, but
you become frightened, so you.
begin to walk faster.
The car speeds up and eventually catches up to you. The window slides down and you notice a
shadowy figure within the car. ·
l'.ou scream for help because you
know it's too late to get away
from the
now-and just as
you prepare to take your last
breath, you hear the words. "Hey,
where are you parked?"
This isn't the "Twilight
Zone," or a scene from "Scream."
It's a common incident in any of
the many UCF parking lots. In
fact, it's considered parking policy.
''You can't even step five feet
into the lot without hearing 'need
a ride to your car?' It's great,"
said senior Davis Blanchard.
Students all over UCF are
slowly beginning to learn the
tricks of the trade and are discovering all the secrets to finding a
parking spot at UCF.
The most common rriethod is
lot stalking. Most students .define
lot stalking as creeping behind
unsuspecting pedestrians in their
car and following them to their
parking space, in order to snag
their spot as soon as they pull
out. Some drivers even turn their
}lazard lights on to alert other

Bushs_, shoul~n't be judged by
past or their children
FROM PAGE

)

)

.,

.

10

1-am writing in response
to "When Bushs' make rules,
their children don't listen"
written- by Joey Myers than
ran on Aug. 29. Let me preface this by saying I am not a
Republican, nor have I ever
been, and I also did not vote
for George W Bush in.the last
·
election.
I. am, however, disappointed by the way Bush is
attacked in the article. I don't
care if he has a rap sheet
longer than the Wu-Tang Clan
and has done more drugs
than a Grateful Dead roadie,
he doesn't deserve to be
judged solely on what he did
.
in the past.
If Myers means to ·prove
that he is a bad president,
then he should reference the
plethora of hillbilly moves
he's made during his presi·dency. .
The worst part is the
attack of the various Bush
children. This is possibly the·
most irrelevant point he
attempts to argue. It seems
to me he is trying to draw a
parallel between raising children and governing a nation,
Parents raise children, and
presidents run countries,

and the two jobs· shouldn't be
confused.
I doubt four years of the
"W" will .result in children
addicted to sedatives, snorting cocaine and owning fake
IDs.
He may be right in saying that Bush's intelligence,
or lack thereof, makes us a
target. But what he neglects
to mention is that only makes
us a target for stupid countries that think George W
Bush is actually what they're
up against.
Bush is a figurehead,
albeit a . powerful one, but
there are plenty of people on
his staff with IQs that . not
only exceed 100, but would
also dwarf M~~rs'- IQ.
Terrorist groups and nations
that hate America are going
to attack regardless of the
president.
I don't mean to say that
Myers is a bad columnist_; I'd
just prefer to read editorials
that offer logical arguments.
Now if you'll excuse me, I've
got to go pick up my new fake
ID so I can purchase some
.- prescriptioh drugs illegally. I
·just liope I can drive with all
this cocaine in my system.

DUFFY HERY
STAFF WRITER

car

n lie first day of
school I gof a
parking ticket.
After that, I decided
not to buy a parking
sticker; now I park
wherever I want, ·
because Parking
Services thinks they
already gave me a
ticket.
-STEPHANIE GARCIA,

drivers that they have claimed
the parking space first.
Other students have saved
valuable parking spots by setting
up roadblocks in order to guarantee them a spot once they
returned. ·
"My freshman year, a couple
of friends and I stole road cones,"
said senior Nikki Kennedy. '.We
kept them in our trunks, so whenever we left campus, we would
place them in our spot like there
was construction going on and
put them away when we got
back."
Others don't bother guarding parking spots, they simply
create their own.
"One time I decided to park
on the curb, because made my
own spot-I have a 4x4," said
Bowman.
Another students ~laims her

~\i
n
ivcn.;i
t
y
central

fust parking· ticket is priceless
and allows her to park wherever
she wants.
"On the first day·of school ! ·
got a -parking ticket," said freshman Stephanie Garcia. ''After
that, I decided not to buy a parking sticker, now I park wherever I
want, because Parking Services
tb.lliks they already gave me a
ticket."
Junior Tiffany Lackey says
her first parking ticket was the
one another student put un her
windshield.
.
"I was walking back to my
car one day, and I noticed a man
messing with . my windshield
wipers-it turned out that he was
trying to put a parkingticket onto
my car instead of his," said
. Lackey.
Spot searching· techniques
are .not always easy, and some
students say space theft is a common problem they face time and
time again.
"I once spotted someone
walking back to their car so I followed them all the way across the
lot to the end," said sophomore
Marcus Wong. "I put on my turn
signal on, · but just when he
leaves, this (mean person)
jumped in while I was block~d."
If students aren't stealing a
space, then someone is blocking
one.
"I was pulling into school
one day, and some dude had
pulled into his spot at a funny
angle-it kept other people from
parking next to him in the parallel space. It really upset me," said
sophomore Billy Russell.

ot

WWW.DCE.UCF.EDU

Florida
ANNOUNCING NEW CLASSES & LOCATIONS FOR
· GRE, GMAT AND LSAT TEST PREPARATION

GRE Test Preparation C~urse
8-week Test Review Course - $350
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
UCF Research Pavilion: September 10 - October 29
UCF Brevard: September 10 - October 29

4-·week Test Review Course - $250
8 a.m.- noon
UCF Research Pavilion: November 2 - November 23
-

.

GMAT Test Preparation Course
8-week Test Review Course - $350
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
UCF Research Pavilion: September 9 - October 28

4- week Test Review Course - $250
8 a.m.- noon
UCF Research Pavilion: November 2 - November 23

LSAT Test Preparation Course .(Newi)
4-week Test Review Course - $299
s ·p.m. to 10p.m.

UCF Research Pavilion: Sept 10 - October 1
To register, visit our website at www.dce.ucf.edu
Or, call (407) 882-0260 for additional information.

-MIKE RIEGEL
. '
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Censorship on college campuses?
ONKAR GHATE
KRTCAMPUS

The terrorist attacks of Sept. 11,
according to many college professors,
have claimed another victim: free
speech on campus. They contend that a
chilling climate has arisen, in which
they hesitate to voice ideas critical of
America for fear of reprimand by university officials.
At the University of Texas, for
instance, when the administration criticized a professor for accusing America
of terrorism, his colleague described
the faculty's reaction: "There was a
very clear message that if you stick
your neck out, (the administration) will
disown you."
Blaming a nationwide climate, the
general secretary of the American
Association of University Professors
said a "distrust of intellectuals has
always lurked beneath the surface of
American popular opinion. Now it has
begun to leakout again." AAUP's director of public policy claims the_re "are
some things here that harken back to
McCarthyism."
We must, the professors insist,
return to the day when a professor
could express any view, no matter how
unpopular.
But in. reality the profes so rs are
concerned not with defending free
speech_ but with retaining control over
the universities.
· Freedom of speech is an individual's right to express ideas without
coercive interference from the govern~ .
ment. Free speech does protect an individual who voices unpopular ideas, but

We must, the professors
insist, return to the day
when a professor could
•
express any view,
no
matt~r how unpopular.
it does not require that others support
him. If an individual wants others to
finance the expression of his ideas, he
must seek their voluntary agreement.
To force another person · to support
ideas he opposes violates his freedom
of speech.
A journalist, for instance, has the
freedom to write what he pleases but
has no right to demand that Time magazine publish it. That decision belongs
to the head of Time. Similarly, a professor has the freedom to teach any view
he wishes but has no right to demand
that Harvard employ him. That decision
belongs to the head (or governing body)
of Harvard. Freedom of speech is not
the right of a Ph.D. to have others provide him with a unive:r.sity classroom.
Yet that is precisely what these
professors are demanding.

They maintain that no matter how
much the trustees of a university disagree with a professor's views, they
should not be able to fire him. The owners of a university a.r e to be stripped of
their right to choose which ideas their
wealth supports. Why? So that professors who consistently teach the evil of
individualism, capitalism, the profit
motive-and America-can espouse
their views without the burden of having to seek the voluntary consent of
those forced to sponsor them.
Under the guise of championing
free speech, therefore, these leftist professors are actually demanding its
destruction (which is consistent with
their advocacy of speech codes and
"sensitivity training'' on campuses).
What makes them think they can
get away with this?

Most universities today are public
institutions . Critics of the academic left
have been calling for the firing of professors who broadcast anti-American
ideas, since such views are odious to
most taxpayers . But subjecting speech
to majority rule, the left correctly
argues , obliterates free.dom of speech.
Thus, it concludes, we must leave ·college professors alone.
This is a false conclusion. The
truth i s that public educat_ion as such is
antithetical to free speech. Whether
leftists are forced to pay taxes to fund
universities from which their academic
spokesmen are barred, or non-leftists
are forced to pay taxes to fund professors who condemn America as a terrorist nation, someone loses the right to
choose which ideas his money supports.
To protect free speech, the:r;efore,
universities would have to be privatized. The owners of a uniyersity could
then hire the faculty they endorsed,
while others could refuse to fund the
university if they. disagreed with its
teachings. But since privatization
would threaten the left's grip on the
universities, it vehemently opposes this
solution. In the name of free speech, the
left denounces as "tyranny of the
almighty dollar" the sole means of actually preserving free speech.
So we must not be fooled by the
professors' cries about threats to their
freedom of speech. Freedom is precisely what they don't want. Their grumblings are simply smokescreens to prevent us from seeing that we are right in
objecting to being .forced to finance ·
their loathsome ideas.

If beer is good,
spinoffs are great
LENORE SKENAZY
NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

Remember when oat bran
was sweeping the nation? Now
comes beer.
At least, that's my prediction. Beer muffins, beer bagels,
low-fat vanilla _beergiITt -the
works.
Ever since the press
pounced on two huge studies·
showing that a beer a day
keeps the doctor away-o_r at
least keeps him in his office
while the beer drinker is at the
local bar, sliding µnder the
table, far from any white-coated professional who could give
his liver a poke and start a
gusher -yes, ever since beer
became the healthiest thing
since sliced wheatberry bread
with extra grit, a revolution has
been brewing.
The studies showed that
moderate beer consumption
may trump moderate wine consumption when it comes to
staving off heart att~ks, hypertension, diabetes, dementia and
snobs.
A. swig of the humble suds
also may boost your good cholesterol and ward off. strokes. It
may even promofe bone density
instead of just the usual density
ascribed to beer drinkers.
National
Beer
The
Wholesalers Association is so
· psyched about these devefopments that it recently held a
seminar for its distributors on
"Health and Beer." With things .
coming to such a head for the
golden brew, I can see _an amber

wave of beer-added products
sure to hit our health-crazed
nation soon. Stuff like:
Gatorale: . What athletes
drink when t!J.~y're lqsing.
Bud.ftos: .. Pre-moistened
chips that - taste like they ·
already fell into your drink.
Keg McMuffin: You deserve
a break today-starting on the
way to work
Beer Bellies: Tiny jelly
beans that come in every flavor,
from Amstel Lite to Dinkel
Acker Dark. ·
Schlitz
Crackers:
Everything tastes better when
it sits with a Schlitz.
Corona Crispies: Free lime
wedge inside!
Doan's . Little Pilsner:
Twice as effective as Doan's little pills.
Betty Crocked: You'd get .
blitzed, too, if you spent 60
years pushing cake mix in
pearls. , ·
· -GOiden Coke: Everything
goes better with this bubbly
brew.
Sunsweet Cold Filtered
Prunes: They're not just for
grandma anymore.
Newman's Own Roasted
Garlic 'n' Parmesan Ale: Fancy,
overpriced, liberal, do-good
salad dressing/aperitif that
knocks the socks off Wishbone .
Yeasty Italian.
Malt Disney: A variety of
beer-based kiddie snacks from
a very desperate Michael
Eisner.
Stout Fast: Provides , 100 ·
percent of the empty calories
Slim Fast users crave.

. "Put more you in your next new hpine!,"Our Bovts Bomis Opfi~~~
Guarantee wi1l save you money on every option - we guarantee it! Start with a te,rrific
value on a Bovis home! Add options at our guaranteed lower prices* -the value gets
better the more you i:i.dd! Ask your 'Bovis Homes-sales representative for details! We'll
give you a headstart with $5.000 in FREE OPTIONS!

Mulberry

RANG£1IN£

Wfollow

407-877-9292 •From the-$180s

407-831-3311 •From the $190s

407-671-1889 • From the $180s

From West SR.SO, South on Remington Rd.
Community is located on left

From 434, North on Rangeline Rd.
Community is located on right

. WOODS

l

Located on Dean Road, ·
South of University Boulevard.

Model Centers Open Mon. - Sat. JOam - 6pm; Sun. 12 - 6pm
Johns Landing Model Center (Closed Tues.)

~-@
'-==' "' . .

l ll'l ltl

CBC05754s
Broker Co-op Welcome

BOVIS

HOME~~
www.bovishomesflorida.com

*Excludes special promotional pricing and swimming pools, Prices, plans and specifications may change without prior notice. 2/02

•

Hyundai Advantage™

2003 ·HYUNDAI

AMERICA'S
BEST
WARRANTY*

'

IOYear/100,000 Mile
Powertrain Protection,
5Year/60,000 Mile · . '
Bumper-to-Bumper,
5Year/Unlimited ·
Miles 24-hour ·
. Roadside Assistance

~

.

TIBURON

$15' 999tt·

· Dual Front Airbags, Front Side
Airbags! Air Conditioning, 6.:sp.eakerStereo with CD, Power Windows, · Door Locl<s and Heated Mirrors,
Remote Keyless .Entry System with ~
Alarm,· Cruise Control, 16" Aluminum
Alloy _Wheels with Michelin® Tires.
,

•

..
.•

•

.

.·THE=A[(.-NEW TIBURON. CATCH ONE WHILE YOU CAN •
- ..

-

.

.

At_just $15, 999, the all new Tiburon gives. you exhilatating perfo'rmance. Plus

~tandard

.

•

•

features like dual front airbags, front side airbags~ air conditioning, 6-speaker stereo with
CD, po~er windows, door locks and heated mirrors, cruise control, alloy wheels, and the
freedom of America's _Best Warranty; the Hyundai Advantage:M So take the drive toqay .
·-Be.cause this is one car that hates to- sit stilL
.. .

•

'

•

•

BOB DANCE
HYUNDAI LONGWOOD

BOB DANCE
HYUNDAI ORLANDO

3575 N. Highway 17-92

4110 W. Colonial Dr.

407-322-1792

407-578-5337

.
*See dealer for LIMITED WARRANTY details. **MSRP excludes freight, taxes, title, license and options. D_ealer price may vary. Safety belts should always be worn.
tThe Supplemental Restraint (airbag) System (SRS) is designed to work with the 3-point seatbelt system. The SRS deploys in certain front-end impact'
conditions where significant injury is likely. The SRS is not a substitute for seatbelts which should be worn at all times. Children under the age of
13 should be restrained securely in·the rear seat N_
EVER place arear-facing child seat in the front seat of a-vehicle with a passenger-side airbag.

<B>.HYU nDR I
.

.

D RIV I N G I S BE LI EV I N G

. .

-UCF FALLS TO PENN STATE 27·24-

Not

In the second quarter, wide receiver Doug Gabriel appeared to have possession of the ball when he broke the plane of the end ~one, but officials ruled it an incomplete pass. Gabriel was not pleased with the call.

]OE l<AI.EITA I

CFF

Freshman kicker provides bright spot in loss
I§
FOOTBALL
S REBOARD
KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

Thursday
Tennessee Tedi
Bowling 6reen

7,

New Hampshire
Kent State

7

Cal Poly
Toledo

16
44

lehigh
Buffalo

37
26

Sam Houston St.
Central Michigan

10
34

Indiana St.
Western Michigan

17
48

Wake Forest
Northern Illinois (OT)

41
42

41

34

Saturday
Akron
Iowa

21

ua
Penn St. (23)

24
27

Miami (Ohio)
North Carolina

27
21

Eastern Michigan
Michigan St. (17) .
· Appalachian St.
Marshall _(22)
Ohio
Pittsburgh

"'
7

. 56
17
50
14
27

STATE COLLEGE, Pa.Close just isn't cutting it
anymore .for UCF.
Saturday's 27-24 loss to
24th-ranked Penn · State
makes the Golden Knights 011 against nationally ranked
opponents. It was the fourth
game they lost by 14 points
or fewer to a Top 25 team.
"This is my 20th year
coaching here and the moral ·
victories are over," said UCF
running backs coach Alan
Gooch.
- Playing top opponents
tough is no longer good
enough for the UCF players
and coache~. Anything short
of a win is a los!?. As Gooch
said, there are no more
moral victories.
"There is no solace in
losing," said UCF Coach
Mike Kruczek.
'
]OE KALEITA I CFF
With that said, · the . Sophomore linebacker Stanford Rhule.levels Penn Sta~e quarterback Zack Mills. Rhule had five tackles in Saturday's.9ap1e.
Knights played the Nittany
Lions tough for three peri- Gabriel had a touchdown
Game notes: 16
I. Inside the numbers: 16
ods- the first, second ~nd reception called incomplete
fourth.
on a questionable call that
True . freshman Matt would have put the Knights
Prater put UCF on the up 13-10.
shock."
get how to move the ball.
scoreboard first with a 26Prater
made
the
They
totaled just 46 yards in
Instead
"I think the whole place
yard · field goal on the could see it was a touch- third-longest field goal in · the quarter and quarterback
Knights' opening drive. He down," said Gooch. "When school history with his 53- Ryan Schneider fumbled a
added 32- ·a nd 53-yarders in you saw the replay not only yard &hot and UCF went into snap from center and threw
the second quarter, as UCF were the UCF fans going the locker room down 10-'!).
an interception.
was unable to register a crazy, but the Penn State
"I think I calmed down a ·
When
the
Golden
touchdowp in the first half.
fans were in awe. I think Knights - returned from the little bit in the fourth quarAt the end of the first that they were in shock. I locker room for the third
half wide receiver Doug think the whole place was in quarter, they seemed to forPLEASE SEE Haynes ON 18
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Senior Nicole
Cieslak scored
an unassisted
goal to help
lead UCF over
Quinnipiac on
Friday.

Freshmen lead
women's soccer
team to victory
.

CHARYi MAGDAONG
STAFF WRITER

.~

A freshmen attack led the
Golden Knights to win their
home and season opener, routing Quinnipiac in the UCF
Soccer Invitational 3-0 Friday
night.
, Forward
Jennifer
MonJgomery scored two goals,
both off assists from another
: true freshman Courtney Baines.
Completing the Golden Knights'
box score, senior Nicole Cieslak
netted an unasisisted goal at the
23:37 mark. '
Cieslak took
advantage of a rebound off the
Quinnipiac
goalie · Jenna
Lawless, placing the ball in the
back of the net from 25 yards
out.
All three tallies came in the
first half and UCF used the
remainder of the game _to preserve the shutout. , Senior goalkeeper
Jessica
Kuhlman
. remained untested until a foul in
the· box against a UCF player
gave the Bobcats a penalty kick
in the second half. Elisa
Goncalves tried to direct her PK
to the right of the goalkeeper.

.

Kuhlman collapsed on the
misplaced ball, stopping her ollly
threat of the game. Kuhlman
ended the game with two saves.
'Jessica was strong in goal,"
said UCF Coach Amanda
Cromwell. "The whole night she
was commanding and vocal."
On the opposite side of the
field, Lawless faced 17 shots
from the UCF offense.
· "Overall, I'm happy with the
win," said Cromwell. "We just
have to work on controlling the
midfield and try not to force
plays, and to have patience."
Focusing on the positives,
Cromwell added, "We have a
deep team. In the second half we
started rotating players in and
out. It's going to be hard on
defenses with our speed up
front. We kept our level up and
we're fit."
The Golden Knights play
George Washington University
in their second game of the UCF
Invitational. GWU beat UCF's
Qo.nference rival Jacksonville 2-1
in the opening game of the tournament. For GWU, Kim Warner
scored two goals and Brooke
Moore notched JU's only goal. ·

.
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REGISTR~TION

FORM

I
I
I
I
I

Last Name
First Name

1·

E-mail Address
Phone

Friday, Sept. 6th 2002 ·

SSN

Sex _ _ _~Age _ __

at the Alpha Xi Delta Sorority House
registration: 4:30 pm
race: 5:30 pm

1

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---,1

TEAMS
(each member must submit individual
registration forms by 4:30pm,
Thursday, September 5th.)

Team Name
Oclub/Open

0Fraternity

0Faculty/Staff Osorority

1

I
I
I.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!
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~U
a

~ft')lb
~~U

.
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U
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In consideration of this entry, I, the under signed participant acknowledge
that I am aquatinted withthe various risks of participating in the SWAT 5K .
IRun and Walk @ Greek Parle on Sept. 6th 2002. I am aware of the various
risks of participating in this activity including, but not limited to, the
I significant risk of serious personal injury; death, or personal property
I damage, or destruction, and assume for the above named individual all
risks and consequences associated with or arising in conjunction with such
I participation. I further attest and verify that I am physically fit, have trained
sufficiently for the competition of thi~ event and that I am racing at my own
nsk.

I

91

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I 1hereby agree to the indemnify and hold harmless the State of Florida, the I
I Board of Regents of the State of Florida, and UCF, their employees, I
sponsors, benefiCiaries, representative, successors and assigns from and
I against any and all claims, damages, actions, liability, and expenses in I
connection with any and all injuries suffered to me in this event.
I
I I HAVE READ THIS CONSENT, ASSUMPTION OF RISK AND I
I RELEASE FORM AND UNDERSTAND AND FULLY AGREE TO I
I
ITS CONTENTS.
I
I
I
I
I
I
ignature (must be signed by parent if under 18)
I
I
I

L _______________________ J

-~---
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Game Day

:
·
'
.
'
GAME
· ·

:

U(f: 2A I PENN SJ:: 27 ::
·

•

LEADERS• :\::·.:.:
: -":-:\.:·:·
•

Schneider:
Haynes:
Gabriel:

:~t ... vv::: .:

32-46,_345yards,
21carries,83 Y.ards1TO,1 INT
11 receptions, 153 yards

Offensiue Player of the Week

•

Around the LockJ;r Room

"The defense played their
hearts out. That's all I can
ask for every game. As
long as we play our heart
out I'm OK."

MATI PRATER
The true freshman place kicker
was 3-for-4 in his debut, including a 53-yard field goal that
had 9,istance to spare. It was
the third-longest kick in.UCF
history. He was responsible for
all of UCF's points until the
Knights scored two touchdowns at the end of the fourth
quarter.

II

-DEFENSIVE END ELTON PATTERSON

"This is just the
beginning. If we hang our
heads now we'll have a
terrible season. We've still
got our heads high."

Defensioe Player of the meek

DEMARCUS JOHNSON

•

I

The junior defensive tackle led
the defense with six tackles in
his first game as a Golden
Knight. He transferred from
.Southwest Mississippi
Community College in January.
He also had one of UCF's two
tackles for a loss.

•
•

-PATTERSON

Inside the numbers

0

Number of touchdowns UCF had
through the first' three quarters.

53

The distance of freshman Matt Prater's
third field goal, good for third-longest
in UCF history.

JOE KALEITA I CFF

Quarterback Ryan Schneider was Ji-for~ for 345 yards and one touchdown pas~ in Saturday's game.

51

The distance of the graduated Javie~
Beorlegui 's longest field goal
last season.

Knights struggle to
find -end Zone

"Freshman. True ·
freshman."

.
es for 59 yards and a touchdown.
He sho.wed his great speed on many
receptions, as he was the target of a few
screen passes and picked up several
Gabriel puts on show for the nation
Wide receiver Doug Gabriel _ yards after the catch.
· impressed in the nationally televised
game. The senior hoping for a chance in · Prater shines in debut
,
the NFL certainly gave himSelf some
· Coming into the season one of the
great exposure, catching 11 passes for biggest concerns had to be at place kick- .
1p3 yards. It was bis best gam,e as a er, where true freshman Matt Prater
Golden Knight. · ·
·
. replaced longtime · kicker Javier
But it was the passes he didn't ' Beorlegui. Those concerns have to be
catch that loomed large. Gabriel caught quieted a bit after Prater's performance
a pass in the endzone near the end of the ' in ·bis first collegiate game. Playing in · · ·
second quarter but dropped it as he hit the ip.timidating environment·of Beaver
the ground. U appeared the ground Stadifun, he hit three field goals includcause the fumble, but it. was ·called ing an impressive 53-yarder in th!3.SeoinC9tnplete and UCF had to settle for a ond quarter.'
.·field goal. ·
·. "
''I was very;. very proud of the way

-KRUCZEK ON KICKER MATT PRATER

CHRIS BERNHARD.T

15

The number of tackles Elton Patterson
had to lead UCF in last season's
opener against Clemson.

6

The number of tackles DeMarcus
Johnsop. had to ieacl UCF against
Penn State.

STAFF WRITER

0

but that's a part of
fogtball."

I

-QUARTERBACK RYAN SCHNEIDER ON HOW
THE BANGED-UP OFFENSIVE LINE PLAYED

~

t'

x"

The number of sacks by
the UCF defense.

"I got hit a couple times,

he reacted in front of thtit kind of

crowd," said UCF Coach ~e KruQ.zeJ.r:
· Gabrierwasn't the oiµy UCF recei:VHiS fourth field goal "attempt Wa.s
er to have his best ganie.,Playing as the . blocked but it took a great i>,lay by Penn
third receiver and playing often, sopho- ·
·· more Tavaris Capers caught seven passPLWE SEE UCF ON 17

Capers shows skills

,.

JOE l<Au!ITA I CFF

Coach Mike Kruczek (right) said he kept things in perspective, because Saturday's loss was only one game.

l'
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UCF suffers redzone trou:bles, injuries
FROM Pt>.GE 16
J

MAC STANDINGS

State's Deryck Toles, who leapt
high in the air to swat the kick.
"Everyone was · telling me
don't be nervous," said Prater.
''You're going to be nervous. I got
on the field warming up and I was- ·
n't nervous at all. I was surprised.
I was pretty calm."

East Division
Team -

laurence starts at CB

)

Redshirt freshman Omar ·
Laurence got the call at strongside
cornerback. This was partially by
process of elimination, as sophomore Rovel Hariillton missed time
last week with a groin strain and
senior Carlos Thompson just
became academically eligible.
Laurence played well considering his inexperience. He did give
up a touchdown to Penn State ·
wideout Tony Johnson, though it
was
questionable
whether
Johnson got in the endzone. But
he also made a couple of nice pass
defenses
against ·Johnson
throughout the game.

Redzone troubles

~

Though they scored two
touchdowns late, UCF had
chances to put a few touchdowns
on the board early in the game but"
failed several times in the redzone
and had to settle for three field
goals.
On the game's opening drive,
UCF used a balanced attack to
march down to the Penn State 9yard line. But reserve ~unning

JOE l<ALEITA

I CFF

UCF played in front of 103 ,029 people, the largest cro~ ever tQ see the Knights play.
back Dee Brown couldn't covert a
third-and-one.
In the second quarter UCF
recovered a fomble on a punt
return by Penn State's Bryant
Johnson at the Penn State 25.
They got down to the 13, but no
further.
·
At the end of the second quarter they got down to the Penn
State 37 and barely missed a
touchdown on Gabriel's questionable drop.
And in the fourth quarter
they drove to the Penn State 17,
resulting in the blocked kick.

Running QB's give Knights fit
UCF had trouble dealing with
the mobility of Penn State's quarterbacks. They gave up 39 yards
to starter Zac Mills and 13 more to
backup Michael Robinson. The
Golden Knignts also .baa a difficult

time defending the option that
Penn State ran several times. The
Nittany Lions' first score came on
such a play, when Mills ran out of
the pocket then pitched it to tailback Larry Johnson. Johnson ran
it in the end.zone from 23 yards
out.
·

·Kent State ,
Marshall ·
· Miami·
Buffalo
Akron
UCF

Ohio

Non-conterence

W

L

W

L

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

·1
1
1
0

0'
0
0.
1

0

l

0

1
1

0

West Division
Team

Injury report
Quarterback Ryan Schneider,
battling tendinitis in his elbow last
weekend, played the entire game
and showed no ill effects.
· Hamilton, who returned to
practice earlier in the week, didn't
start but played.
Two defensive players,·defensive end Rashard Jeanty and safety Atari Bigby, were down on the
- ground for a few moments and
had to leave the field. Both walked
off under their own power and
qillckly returned to the game.

Conference

Conference

Non-conference

W

W

L

L

Bowling Green
0
0
1
0
Toledo,~. ,·:.,,";;%:(lt-.it~hlLM.--;2',.," . , o~::«~ :"~-~O. . .,,,.,,,,,,..'!.;,.. ""'"-•·•··~""'""'''"")'"'''
0
~el,!tr~I M_ic~.ig,~~ .
0
Q
Western Michigan .
0
·O
0
Northern Illinois
0
0
0
'&t•C"

East~rn

Michigan

o

·; o

·r

ant to attend UCFs third away game.
ou and ·a friend could win a trip to th .
UCF vs Marshall fqotball game.*

.,
0

Trip includes FH.EE bus ride,
.. R.EE hotel stay, FREE ticket to
.the game and other giveaways
such as T-shirts, food
and tailgate party.
Buses leave Sept. 18 for
the game· Friday night.
Come by the SGA tent on Aug. 22 in front of
the Stud~nt Union or stop by SU 214 to enter.
* Winner and guest must be

UCF students.
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UCF men's soccer ties No. 7 Washington
Marsh tied the game at one. Zac Jimmy Stark were unsuccess· ·
Tallman rounded out the first ful.
half scoring, putting UW up 2-1
UCF goalkeeper Ryan
The Golden Knights kicked at the half.
Mcintosh ensured that the game
off the 2002 season Saturday in .
UCF was still down 2-1 in would· go to double overtime
Portland, Ore., with a 2-2, dou- the second half when junior with a huge save on UW's. Casey
ble overtime tie of the national- Chris Beaulac put a deflected Armstrong's attempt at 99:34.
ly ranked University of corner kick from Vasquez in the Vasquez had an opportunity to
Washington Huskies.
back of the net in tlie 48th win the game with 10 seconds
UCF got on the board first minute. The match went into · 1eft, but his close range shot
with a goal by sophomore Eric overtime after attempts- to win . went wide of the goal. .
Vasquez at the 9:36 mark. Ten the game by Golden Knight
Mcintosh had five saves for
minutes later the Huskies' Seth Sherwin Sargeant and UW' s the ·Knights. Huskie keeper
TOM ALEXANDER
STAFF WRITER

Daniel Waltman made three ·Knights head to
saves. Vasquez led the Golden
Knights with a goal and an . South Carolina
The Golden Knights head to
assist.
Washington out-shot the Ch~rleston, S.C., to play the
Citadel on Saturday and the
Golden Knights 18-13.
The referee got his share of College of Charleston on
work in this match as well, as Sunday in the College of
UW received two red cards and Charleston/Nike Soccer Classic.
was called offside 11 times, The Golden Knights begin their
while the Golden. Knights were . home campaign September 16
at 7 p.m. against Florida Tech.
whistled for 19 fouls.

(,

Volleyball begins home schedule Wednesday
Montana State beat UCF 3-0 as
Sante was the only Knight to
the Knights hit just .114. Sante regis- record double-digit kills with 13 as
tered her second double-double of the Knights hit just .183- against
the day with 16 kills and 15 digs in Indiana State.
Knights start season 1-3 .
UCF lost the first two games of
The UCF volleyball team lost the loss.
The Knights won their season , the match by a total of four points.
both its games Saturday after taking
a split in its two games Friday. The opener over Seton Hall 3-1, before The Sycamores won the fir3t gfilne
Golden Knights traveled to the falling to Indiana State 3-0 in their 31-29 and the second 30-28.
Active Ankle Invitational at Indiana - second _game.
Sante led both teams with 22 Sante has big weekend
State to open their season.
The Knights fell to Morehead kills and three service aces against
The junior had two double-douState 3-2 and Montana State 3-0 on Seton Hall. The Knights hit .253 and bles and recorded ·22 kills twice. She
nine aces.
Saturday.
also averaged a double-double over
Tanya Jarvis and Cassy Kerner the four games with 18.25 kills and
Junior setter Jenny Frank
recorded a· triple-double against also registered double-digit totals in 10. 75 digs a game.
Morehead State with 52 assists, 14 hits with 13 and 11. Jarvis also had ·
kills and 13 digs. Junior outside-hit- 11 digs _for a double-double. Fr~ Up next
ter Leyre Santaella Sante recorded also registered a double-double with The Knights open their home
a double-double with 22 kills and 14 match-highs with 54 assists and 15 schedule 7 p.m. Wednesday against
digs.
digs.
SMS at the UCF Arena.
KRISTY SHONKA

(

STAFF WRITER

CoURTESY

UCF SPORTS INFORMATION

Leyre Santaella Sante averaged a double-double at the Active Ankle Invitational. ·

Haynes leads ..
ground assault
FROM PAGE

14

ter," said Schneider. "I threw
that interception ·(in the
third), which was probably
the worst pass of my life, but
in the fourth quarter I started calming down a little bit
and started performing better." ·
Prater had a 34-yard
kick blocked with just .under
12 minutes left in the fourth,
but the Knights scored
touchdowns on their final
·two possessions to bring the
s~ore to 27-24.
UCF needed just over
four minutes to score its
first touchdown of the game
with 3:23 left. Schneider hit
Gabriel four times for 43
yards on the drive that
ended with a two-yard
touchdown run by Alex
Haynes.
Schneider .h it Tavaris

Capers for the two-point
convBrsion and UCF was
only down 27-17. After a
failed on-side kick, the UCF
defense needed 1:53 to force
Penn State to punt.
Schneider marched the
Knights down the field on
eight plays for 80 yards in
1:04, culminating in a sixyard touchdown reception
by Capers. Prater . hit the
extra point, but UCF failed
to gain control on its second
on-side kick attempt, allowing the Nittany Lions to run.
out the clock to end the
game.
Schneider went 32-for46 for 345 yards and · an
· interception. Gabriel led all
receive{s with 11 catches for
153 yards. Capers had seven
receptions for 59 yards and a touchdown. Alex Haynes
led the ground attack with
21 rushes for 83 yards.

(
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IM Kickoff and Basketball Bonanza begin IM season
:

.

,

.

,

JULIE REEVES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

-

'

The RWC was full of action last
Saturday afternoon with the first

indoor intramural sporting event of the
.)

C0

r. n e-_ r

Michael Kelly is the first IM cham- · year, basketball bonanza. The bonanza
-pion of the year. Kelly won the IM consisted of a 3-point. shootout, free
Kickoff by scoring 280 points kicking throw contest, hero obstacle course,
field goals, punting a football accurate- and spot shot. David Cunningham and
ly, and competing in a soccer skills Francis Lizar.do tied with 58 points, but
challenge. Rounding out the top three Cunningham ended the drama after he
were Romain Dawkins with 220 points mfu:le · a shot from half court. Five
~d Steven Kay with 190 points.
. points separated the t<:>p three women.

S~aGobczynskiwasfirstwith34
points, followed byAllison Morgan with
33 and Ashleigh Hackett with 29 points.
Basketball returns to the . RWC
beginning Sept 11. Sign up online at
www.imsports.ucf.edu by today at 5:00
p.m. · for the five-on-five basketball
league. Don't have a team, but want to
get on one? Attend the free agent meetings tonight at 7:30 and tomorrow at
2:00 in RWC 206.

,

pre~sen~edby

19. ·

._......

l!Jli's•~/)I
RISTORANTE

&

PIZZERIA

_
• Across from UCF
407 2824000
Open llam4am
(l lam-2am Sun-Wed)
FREE DEilVERY!

.1 '

l

· Boxing • Cycling Classes • Yoga • Extensive Group Fitness Pr_ogram -. Kid)s Klub--Baby Sitting* ·
State-Of The-Art Equipment
Personal Training* • Free Weight Center •And much more!

WATERFORD LAKES TOWN CENTER
Cal I (4D7) 380-1526
'

749 N. Alafaya Trail

AL'-;o Jn: W Boca Raton • Doral • Ft. Lauderdale • Kendall • Orlando • W. Pembroke Pines • E. Pembroke Pines • South Dade
IA Fitness® Sports Oubs are regist~ with the 59-te ot' Fl~da as a health studio. Registration

number HS4793.

,·

·-

MUSICREVIEW

Sorori

CD ·about
the simple

re

things in life
DONNA

T.

.

SCHUMAN

STAFF WRITER

UCF sisters debate

the validity of
MTV's latest reality
television show
LINNEA BROWN
STAFF WRITER

n MTV's latest reality show Sorority Life, MTV
· documents the lives of the headstrong and outspoken sorority pledges of Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Pi, a Jewish sorority at the University of
California at Davis.
On Aug. 26, five UCF women from different sororities gathered to watch and discuss last Monday's
,episode of the show for The Future.
The women agreed to do this under the conditions
that their last names and sorority affiliations not be
printed.
Samantha, a 21year-old junior business major, said she
received an e-mail
last spring, stating
that MTV only agreed
to film the show if
they got to choose the
•
new
members.
However, no proof of
such an agreement
could be found. ·
"The girls that
MTV picked are worthy of The Real World
or maybe Hooters,
but not sisterhood,"
said Samantha angrily. "They don't have
the ~orority's interests at heart, and
~bought
MTV takes every
opportunity to zero in
on that .negativity
and exploit their
organization."
The
women
agreed that they all
thought their fall
sorority recruitment
was hurt by the nega-'SAMANTHA'
tive stereotypes created on the show.
"A lot of freshman going through
rush were scared
because they'd been watching Sorority Life and thought
we were going to be like the rude pledge girls," said
Samantha.
"We all really had to work hard during recruitment
to prove that sorority life is not the way MTV is portraying it."
The women explained the obvious differences first:
SAE-Pi i_s a local sorority, which means that they don't
have to follow national standards and rules. This
stands in sharp contrast to UCF' s national Greek
organizations, which ai:e regulated by both the rules of
their national chapters and the National Panhellenic

I

Alot of
freshman
going
through rush
were scared
because
they'd been
watching
Sorority Life
and
we were
going to be
like the rude
pledge girls. ·

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY

Cmus ARNOLD I CFF

PLEASE

SEE

Sisters ON 25

_Lighthearted music guaranteed to
make you smile is the best way to describe
Joe Williams self titled album.
The collection of songs tells the stories of the simple things in life. Ben and Jerry's ice cream, clumsy dancing, lost
love and an old canoe that was long forgotten are some of the subjec~s that
Williams writes about.
Williams has a unique style of music.
His voice and guitar style are very similar
to that of James Taylor. His humorous
lyrics are comp~tible with artists such as
-Ray Stevens.
Williams describes his musical .goals
as basic. "I'm interested in the way lots of
old folk music and old country roots songs
were written," said Williams. "They dealt
with really common things like chicken.
skeletons and food instead of the bigger
picture."
·It is evident in his music that Williams
prefers to write about the little things in
life that are often overlooked.
The song "Mustang Romeo" tells the
story of a young man that is more interested in maintaining his youth than growing up. De~pite his parents plea to go to
college the song subject is content with living at home and driving around town in
his muscle car.
"Daddy's Recliner" is a humorous a
cappella ~ong about a little_boy's curiosity
getting the best of hlm. He is eventually
scolded for daring to sit in his father's
, sacred chair.
The love of ice cream is the topic of
"Ben and -Jerry's." As- the soP.g says,
"Forget the broccoli, but bring.home the
Ben and Jerry's baby."
"Black and White Picture" is by far
the most touching song on this album.
Listeners can relate with this song about
that one photo that can strike up memo:.
ries of a lost love.
The songs on this album are not for
the mainstream music market. However
this album would suit anyone with a sense
of humor. These songs cater to people of
any age group.
The art on the album cover, a pretzel,
comp).iments the music perfectly. It is simple music with a twist.
·williams proves that .the inspiration
for simple folk songs still exists if you
know where to look.

•
•

.

..

'UPCOmlDG EUEDTS

· · CAMPUS ACTIVITIES BOARD .
Let the Campus Activities Board help you become the man
you've always wanted to be by developing your talents and
speaking skills this week at the Mr. UCF. Scholorship
Competition auditions, Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday at the Wired Cafe.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 3
1:30 pm: Knights of the Round Table Meeting, SU
Key West 2180 ·
3 pm - 6 pm: Mr. U_CF info. and
auditions, Wired Cafe
3 pm: Homecoming Organizational/Info
meeting, SU Rm. 220

Do you & your club /organization want-to be a part of the
homecoming activities? Don't miss your chance to get all
the important Knightmare 2002 details! Tuesday, Sept. 3, 3
pm, Homecoming Organizational/Info meeting, SU Rm. 220

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 4
4 pm - 7 pm: Mr. UCF auditions, Wired Cafe
7:30 pm: "Fitting 30 Hours of Fun in a 24 Hour
Day." Time Management Workshop,
SU Rm. 224; by EKCEL

EKCEL ( Every Knight Can Excel in Leadership)
Fitting 30 Hours of Fun in a 24 Hour Day: Time Management
Workshop
_
·Wed, Sept. 4, 7:30 pm, SU Cape Florida Ballroom.
One key to leading a happy and healthy college lifestyle is
effective time management. EKCEL and SARC team up to
go over the best ways to get the most out of your day.
After this session, you'll know how to make time for
everything that college has to offer.

THURSDAY; SEPTEMBER .s
4 pm -. 7 pm: Mr. UCF auditions, Wired Caf~

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11
1 pm - 3 pm: VUCF RAP Session (Reading
Acceleration Program), SU Rm. 316C

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12
2 pm - 4 pm: VUCF Mentor Orientation,
SU Rm.2180

F.RIDAY, SEPTEMBER 13
8 pm_:Friday the 13th Fest, Wired Cafe. Come see
"Friday the 13th" on the big screen and go
through a free· haunted house.

SUNl)AV, SEPTEMBER 13·
2 pm: A Knight of Sushi, Fusian Japanese Eatery. Sign
up today in the Office of Student Activities SU Rm.
208 for a night of sushi making.

w
i~12JS£g.)r . ~e11·
:~ _ · ~ -11--~~
~L~F,
~

For more information on thes~ events, Call
407 .823.6471, or come by the Office of
Student Activities, Student Union, Rm. 208.

CHB, EKCEL, HUD
UOLUUTEER UCF

,·

What's My Type? Understanding Yourself through the
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator
_
{This two part session prefers advan~ed registration, Sign
up on-line at osa.ucf.edu/ekcel or 407.823.6471)
Part 1: September 9, 1:00 p~, Sept. 10, 3:30 pm, Sept. 11,
7:30 pm
Part 2: September 11, 8:00 pr:n, Sept. 14, TBA
Do you really just clash with some people or is it that you
. don't understand each other? This is your chance to
discover insights into your personality: your sources of
energy, how you take in and proce.ss information! The MBTI
is used world-wide to help students, business leaders and
community leaders to better understand what individual
personality preferences are and how to relate to others. In
Part 1 sessions you will take the indicator. Yo·u must ~ttend
Part 2 to receive your individual results and see how they.
are meaningful.
VOLUNTEER UCF
RAP_- Become a tutor for primary students. You have the
power to help change someone's life forever! Wed. Sept. 1·1,
1 pm - 3 pm, VUCF RAP Session (Reading Acceleration
Program), SU Rm.316C
Mentor- Become a Big Brother/Sister. Guide kids in the
right direction. Thurs. Sept. 12, 2 pm - 4 pm, VUCF Mentor
Orientation, SU Rm. 218D

•

TILL MIDNIGHT II

-

Every Tuesday Night

Happy hour - 4 - 7 p.m.
Join the tapped out club: 101 Beers on the wall!
Try our·specialty: Dirty Hoes
- 21 and up after 9 pm

Featured bands of the week:
September 6: AKA ·_ .
September 7: BRAT

;

orlando'~
Iup~cale nightclub

Friction & Spice

Friday the 13th in September

"'

17 West Pine Street
Orlando, Florida 32801

Www. blueroomorlondo.com

,o .

(407) 423-2588
21 and up wel~ome

.

.
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,·Local studios help young artists get start
DONNA

T.

SCHUMAN

STAFF WRITER

The recent up rise of
Orlando _performers ~as paved
the way for several local
<~
bands. Many can be heard
through the local club circuit,
but with the expense of studio
time, fans can't always enjoy
1
· the music at home.
Some Orlando studios are
lending a helping hand to
young artists just starting out
in_the music business.
Infinite Records, located
in Fern Par!{, was established
as a recording studio and label
in 1995. Since then, Infinite ·
Records has helped several
young artists to progress in
the music industry. MCA, Epic,
Jive and Murder Inc. are some
of the larger labels that
,. Infinite works with to promote
talent. "We recently had a rap
artist signed to Murder, Inc.
and another signed in L.A.,"
said Charm, an Infinite pro·
ducer.
Infinite Records, who spe- cialize in rap, gospel, R&B and
soft rock, try to teach. artists
the business side of music
.instead of encouraging the
g1amorous side.
"We try to steer young
- artists in the right direction,"
said Charm. "We let them
.c
know what they should
improve on without hurting
their feelings." Charm is also
realistic
with these artists by
-,;
helping them realize that success does not happen over
night.
Charm advises young
artists to take their musical
career slowly. "Don't put your
whole life into it, finish school
~ and other important things,"
said Charm. "Nothing in this
business is guaranteed."
Infinite Records will work
with artists on the cost of studio time. ''We don't want to
take advantage of people,"
• Charm said. Infinite Records
also offers their help to anyone
interested in music.
Full Sail Records · offers
·• studio sessions in a learning
environment.
Full Sail Records is a division of Full Sail Real World
Education located in Winter
Park. The studio makes it possible for bands to record a
" rough demo or a live recording
free of charge.
Michele Bunker, director
of Full Sail Artists Relations,
~ feels that the program helps
yoµng artists develop the craft
of recording. ''A lot of students
• use the student recordings as
pre production for published
music," said Bunker. "The
most common benefit to using
..1 rough mixes is to get gigs."
The students engineer the
recordings for their lab assign• ments. The Full Sail Records
offers professional equipment .
to bands that may not have the
funding for a studio session.
'• During the studio sessions the
bands receive a CDR of the
seE!sion. The master files of the
session are also available to
" the band.
Bands also have the
opportunity to perform live in
. , a concert type setting. "During
the show production labs the
students operate lighting,
video, audio recording and
monitor mixing," said Bunker.
"The bands receive a video
with a three camera shoot and
.>

SAMANTHA toLL I CFF

Infinite Records' producer Charm practices the keyboards at the company's Fern Park studio. The record company specializes in rap, gospel, R&B and soft rock.

a live audio mix."
Central Florida bands recognize the importance of getting th-eit music heard.
"It definitely helps to have
material out for people to listen to," said UCF graduate,
Dax Nelson of School for
Heroes . "When we play live
people noticeably get more
into the music they are familiar With."
Deroot band member
Bryan
Campbell
agrees,
"Having a CD available is crucial to building a fan base and
playing live." Campbell adds
that most clubs won't even
book you until they have h~ard
a sample of your music.
Central Florida bands also
appreciate and recording
breaks they can get.
.
Campbell stated that most
bands have to spread out their
studio time in order to pay for
it. "Everyone lives week to
week and studio time really
adds up quickly," said
Campbell
School for Heroes, finds
there own means for recording
their music. "If the band
means enough to you, there
won't be a problem finding
resources to get yourself out
there," said Nelson. He added
that with home recording technology reaching new heights,
it's possible to find someone to
record your music for a few
hundred dollars.
Full ·s ail encourages UCF ·
students to contact them for a
session. To schedule a session
please contact Bunker at (407)
679-0100
Infinite Records is located
at 911 Pine St. Full Sail is
located at 3300 University
Blvd.
Information on Deroot and
School for Heroes is available
at
www.deroot.com
and
www.schoolforheroes.com.
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 African nation
5" Miniver"
8 Least active
14 Miner's bonanza
15 Hep dude

16 Explore
17 All worked up
19 Have high hopes
20 _ sequitur
21 New York canal
22 Olympic toss
.23 Street level
26 Jurist Fortas
27 Depend
28 Sitcom equine
30 Formal
discussion
33 Actress Farrow
34 Inarticulate
grunts
38 Utopias
39 Made a lap
.
40 Become swollen
41 Biblical twin
42 Half a candy?
43 Very dirty
44 Reduce speed
46 Book increment
47 Wane

No longer weird

CHUCK SHEPHERD
UNIVERSAL PRESS SYNDICATE

Lead stories
• A Fortune magazine-commissioned
study reported in August that officers and
directors of the 1,035 companies that have
fallen the most from their recent bull-market
peaks cashed in $66 billion worth of stock
before the crash, at a time when those companies' non-insiders (and in many cases,
employees) were suffering devastating
investment losses. Among the "shrewdest''.
executives were those from AOL-Time
Warner ($1.79 billion), Enron ($994 million)
and Charles Schwab ($951 million).
• One proposed remedy for the sexual
frustration of Iranian men. who avoid marriage because of financial cost is to permit
temporary, Islam-endorsed "marriages" with
prostitutes inside designated brothels. About
300,000 prostitutes are active in Iran, and the
number is rising, as is the typical cost of
- marriage and the "corrupt" influence of
Western society on Muslim youth. Those circumstance~ have caused at least one prominent cleric to back the idea, according to an
August Reuters dispatch.

• Adding to the list of stories that were
formerly weird but which now occur with
such frequency that they must be retired
from circulation: (55) The robber who carefully, purposefully smashes a store's security
camera (while looking directly at it), oblivious to the fact that destroying the camera
does not affect the remote video recorder
that it's hooked up to, capturing his face on
tape, as with the 5-foot-9 man whose picture
has been circulating in Edmonton Alberta
since July. (56) And the hard-luck checkbook
thief whose victim, by chance, is an employee
of the very store or bank in which the thief
later tries to cash one of the checks, as happened at the Farmers State Bank,
Stockbridge, Mich., in June, resulting in the
arrest of a 20-year-old man.

3

9

4

10

11

12

13 .

14
17

·

55
59
62

65

© 2002 Tribune Media setviCU, Inc
All rights resarved.

50 Difficult to

Chutzpah!
. • Responding to his latest call-up for
jury duty, habitual San Antonio jury-slacker
David Williamson sent the federal judge a
serious bill for $16,800 because the court had
advised Williamson to be ready to serve at
any time during August (21 business days, 8
hours a day, at Williamson's consultant's
rate of $100 an hour). Willianison also wrote
that if the judge did not pay by Aug. 31, interest would accrue at 2 percent a month, and
that if the judge would like to discuss the
matter, he should call Williamson for an
appointment. (A few days later, Judge John
H. Wood Jr. ordered Williamson to his courtroom for a contempt hearing, the result of
which was pending at press time.)

2

_

fathom
55 Capital of the
Comoros
57 Saint's glow
SB Disencumbered
59 Mandarin, e.g.
60 Going into
62 Predilections
63 Best pitcher
64 Feed the kitty
65 Admonish ·
urgently
66 Actor Danson
67 Hardy lass
DOWN
1 Remain

attached

2 Peer recognition
3 "A Bell for "
4 _ . Plaines:TL
5 Andrea of
"Annie»
6 Endorse
7 Girder material
8 Redgrave title
role
9 Longing

10 Track circuits
11 Novelist Jong
12 Use Brillo

13 "We hold
truths..."
18 Principles
24 Herschel's

planet
25 Overlook
29 "2001: .. ." star
Keir
30 Actress Sandra
31 Meese and
Wynn
32 Actress
Benaderet
33 Anthropology
subject
35 Acquired
36 Scoffer's
comment
37 Farm pen
39 Disseminates

40 Largest piggy?
42 Superlatively .

skeletal

43 Made a tennis·
error

see solutions,
. page21

45 Hang around
46 Caper
47 Overact

answers
52 Pickle juice
53 Clumps of fluff

48 Cleaning
compound

54 Aims
56 Suspicious of

49 Cheeky

51 Preview the

_ 61 Clavell novel,

wKing_•

m -----Got copies?

Your Apartment
Home Amenities
• Soft neutral decor
• Laundry room
w/full size washer &dryer
• Private intrusion alarm
• Walk-in closet in all
bedrooms
• Private garages
Ifs your lucky· day. Bring in this ad io receive
discounted p_
ricing - 3¢ black & white copies campus. 24/7 at Kinko's of Waterford Lakes.

off

Waterford Lakes Town Center
899 N. Alafaya Trail. Orlando, FL 32828
Tel (407) 658-9518
OPEN 24 HOURS
Email: u·sa2393@kinkos.com

www.kinkos.com

k1nko•s·

•

•

·Your Community
Features - ·
• Sparkling pool and
heated spa
·• Health and.fitness center
• Executive business center ·
• Car care center
• Convenient to Highway 417 ·

(;

'

"
•

TAP INTO THE NETWORK :·

•
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Sisters appreciate UCF sororities more
I've been searching all over for the sorority
girls at UCF that are as crazy as the ones on
that show. I know they exist here!

•
•..

-EVAN MANESS
Senior finance maj9r

•

spent ' the rest of the episode
whining about the sisters
lack of respect for them.
Coun"cil (NPC).
"ThaCs messed up,"
"They're not even using
pro.p er Panhellenic terminol- commented Eggart gravely.
"She didn't respect them at
ogy," said Angie.
"At UCF, we're really the formal, but now she
careful to use words like wants them to respect her."
The discussion turned to
recruitment instead of rush·
and calling the pledges new the ineffective confrontation
members. On the show, they between the sisters and
even have a , Pledge Master, pledges on TV
"It totally makes me
which sounds way too much
. appreciate the structure of
like hazing."
While the sisters- on the the sororities here," said
show live in a traditional Nikki. "Since each national
. sorority house, the six MTV- organization already ha·s a
star pledges live in a 4-bed- policy for everything, Mara
room, fully furnished pledge and Jordan would have just
house, complete with a pool. been called in before a stan"Having a house for new dards committee to decide if
members .is totally unrealis- they had done something
tic," said Angie. "It's consid- wrong, and that would have
ered a big de~l to own a been th·e end of it."
National sororities have
house -in the first place, let
alone a separate ho:qsg.· for . poli_~gs on even_ the mo~t
girls who aren't even in the unusual issues.· For example, Angie rattled off her
sorority yet!"
The episode started with sororities statement on the
the "pledge$ preparing for environment and statement
their formal. "It's the one on political activity, -both of
night boys get to spend the which . she had memorized
night!" squealed a pledge on from her m~mbership manual.
TV
"Sororities are kind of
An emphatic "NEVER!"
arose from the UCF sorority like Disney," said Angie, mat"Because
members, .who quickly clari- ter-of-factly.
they're
always
in
the
public
fied that a UCF organization
would never endorse such a eye, they're very careful
about what they support and
thing.
·
how
they go about doing
"In the sorority houses
here, boys aren't even things."
All of the UCF women
allowed past the common
rooms!" declared Nikki, a 21- agreed that if MTV wanted
the show to truly eipound
year-old education major.
- O;n the -show, the sorority sorority · life, they should
sisters called a meeting to have filmed the SAE-Pi sisdiscuss the possibility of ters themselves instead of
kicking out the girls who left their pledges.
"The sisters seem totally
formal during their presentanormal, but "the new memtions.
Brandon Eggart, a 22- bers are rude and self-cenyear-old senior health sci- tered," said Kristine. "It's a
ence major who watched the shame that MTV spent the
show with the UCF women, whole time focusing on them
suddenly started laughing instead of the real sisters."
After 10 long minutes of·
hysterically.
- "They're all mad that the watching tension build
pledges left, but they don't between the sisters and
even know that they went to pledges, · the show ended
a strip joint instead!" uneventfully.
"They can't end it here!"
howled Eggart .
shrieked
Nikki.
Kristine, a 21-year-old
"I
know,
I might actually
senior
communications
major, pointed out that have to watch it again next
because of national rules, week ... " said Kristine, her
UCF sororities cannot kick voice dripping with sarcasm.
Regardless of how hard
people out.
"Once girls are pledging, they try to dispel the rumors,
you're stuck with them," said some UCF . students will
Kristine. "The only way they always choose to believe
can really get kicked out, is if MTV over real life.
"I've been· searching all
tij.ey don't have the gl'ades or
over
for the sorority girls at
don't pay their dues."
UCF
that
are as crazy as the
The sorority sisters on
that
show,"
on
TV confronted the pledges ones
exclaimed Evan Maness, senabout their rudeness.
However, the pledges ior finance major. "I know
denied leaving formal and they exist here!"
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3361 Rouse Rd.; Suite 160
Orlando, FL 32817

3 pm. Fri. for Mon. Issue

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture.com

In Person: University Court,

3 p.m.·Tues. for Thurs. Issue

Suite 160

Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA, A.MEX

(Univ. & Rouse behind Hess & Chik-Fil-A)

407-447-4555 •.classijieds@IJCTfuture.com

2 Issues (1 week): .
8·Issues (4 weeks):
24 Issues (12 weeks):
Bolding:
large Headline:

$9perwk
$8perwk
$7 per wk
$1 per wk
$1 pet' wk

Charges listed above include an ad of
up to five lines, 35 characters per line.
$1/wk for each additional line.
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HaveanAA?

•;•

U.S. Al~ FORCE

Want a camer?

R•O•T•C
AFROTC offers incentives for
qualified junior and senior
level cadets enrolled in our

Locations througt:iout Orlando area,
flex schedules, FT/PT avail, for
great pay and great opp call
407-971-9131

Needs BROWNIE
EATERS immediately!!
For a chance to win up to $10,000 in
cash, prizes & scholarships. Detail
& Products at most college
bookstores or visit our website @
www.outoftheboxbrownies.com

Incentives include:
-Up to $3,000 tuition per year ·
-$450 for textbogks per year
-Monthly stipend ($25<>-$350)

. SMOKERS NEEDED!
Attractive, thin females who smoke
needed for national telephone interview
(not anti-smoking). Selected callers
earn $50. Toll free 888-801-1517,
please leave your name and number
and your call will be returned.

.Special scholarship programs
exist for Engineers and Nurses
-One-year.scholarship$ for
qualified seniors and graduate
students

For more Information, call ua at

Bartenders Needed
No Experience Necessary
Earn Up To $300 per Day
866-291-1884 xFL01

407 823-1247 (UCF-1AIR)

Applicants Wanted to study
Part IV of The Urantia Book.
Earn $25,000! F.or details,
visit www.eventodaward.com

BACK TO. SCHOOL WORK $10
Base/Appt P!T Flexible around classes
No Exp. Necessary, Great For
Students, scholarships, Cust Svc/sales
conditions apply Apply ASAP
407-862-8786 4collegework.com

$250 A DAY POTENTIAL
bartending. Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext 100

College Students, HS Grads Start
ASAP, upbeat work atmosphere 450
offices worldwide in sales/svc.
Conditions apply 407-862-8786
www.workforstudents.com

PT/FT Opportunity - Primerica
Financial Services, a subsidiary of
Citigroup is looking to hire 4--5
students. High compensation
potential! Set your own hrs.
Call Kevin@ 1-866-208-3263.

Interested in Modeling?
, Visit
www.danncaps.com/modelnn.htm
for information on this exciting
opportunity.

I

Valet Parking Attendan~s Needed

OUT-OF-THE-BOX BROWNIES

program.

Valet !<larking - Positions starti.ng at
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275
- Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.

Office assistant needed
for real estate investment company.
Downtown Orlando. PIT, Flexible hrs.
Possible incentives and bonuses.'
Fax resume to Banker's Arts Group,
Inc. at (407) 872-3437 ·

TCBY
The Country's Best Yogurt needs
PT help. Competitive pay. #1945
Aloma and Lakemont, Winter Park.
Please call 407-671-2888

. . I.
.

.
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OPENING SOON IN THE
· MALL AT MILLENIA
We're ready to hire the best kitchen & service team in town! If
you enjoy working with the public and take great pride in
providing only the finest guest experience-consider joining our
team!

•SERVERS •HOST STAFF
•BARTENDERS •DISHWASHERS_
•FOOD RUNNERS
•SERVER ASSISTANTS
•LINE, PREP & WOK· COOKS
We can offer you: ·excellent wages •benefits ·flexible full
or part time scheduling and more.
Also check out www.pfchangs.com

. APPLY IN PERSON Mon-Fri, 1Oam-6pm at our temporary
Hiring Office located at Sheraton.Studio City (Kirkman & /Drive across frof!J Wet 'n Wild) 1st floor Conference Room.
Equal opportunity employer.

Local telephone company
looking for independent reps
for Orlando area. Be your own
boss, set your own hours
& work from home. Earn up
to $2000/mnth Part-time. .
Call 407-277-2176 for more info.
FEMALE SMOKERS - Attractive,
thin females who smoke needed
for confidential phone interview
(not anti-smoking). Selected callers
earn $50. Leave name and number
and your call will be returned ASAP.
888-355-0322 Toll Free.
ATIN: ORLANDO
Postal positions. Clerks/carriers/sorters.
No exp. Required. Benefits. For exam,
salary and testing info. call
(630) 844-0465 ext. 472. 8am-8pm.
Earn $500 to $5000 per month
working from home, campus, or
anywhere! www.lookrightnow.com or
call 888-318-8094. Training, bonuses,
vacations, you name it, we got it. No
Exp Necessary!

German Tutoring (Native Speaker)
Only $15/hr
Call 407-671-5086 or 407-761-9627
Ask for Carina!

Accounting for small business and
partnerships in Oviedo. Will train.
6 hrs. per week to fit yo_ur schedule.
$7/hr to start. Call 407-365-3648.

JUMP START YOUR EARNINGS.
Part Time Entrepreneurs Are Making
Full Time Dollars! Listen to: (24hrs
recording) (212) 461-2910.
Then call me at (813) 931-1526
for further details.

Help Wanted:
Part-Time Work from home.
Phone sales. Good Pay.
Call 407-445-3630

AFTER SCHOOL
CHILD CARE NEEDED
Mon-Fri 2:30-6pm (Wed 1:30- 6pm).
Downtown Orlando Neighborhood. Call
407-521-3114 day or 407-317-9119
night. $7.50hr + mileage.
Go Shopp,i ng, Eat Out, See A Movie••.
And Get Paid to Do It!
Visit www.WorkAtDorm.com
Graphic Designer Position
Requirements: strong layout skills,
proficient in Illustrator, Photoshop and
Quark. Professional appearance and
organizational skill a must. Part-time
to fulltime position. Please fax or email
resume to:(f) 407-306-9916
graphics@pu reconnection .net

Make over $1000 weekly.
No selling involved!
$$Phones are ringing off hook$$
Guaranteed hrly/comm/bonuses
Winter Park, 321-207-0988

2 Pool Attendants Needed
(Not Lifeguards). PT 2 shifts of
11 :30 - 3 per wk. Weekends, Sunday
mornings a must. Call Breeden
(407) 207-0131 for details

,..,

~FoRRENT
One and Two Bdrm Apts Available
in Oak Tree Court! 1 year lease,
3 blocks from UCF. Water,Trash,
Pest Control Included. Call Amber
321-229-1426. 3530 N Alafaya Trail
2/2 Condos w/in walking distance
to UCF. 1st and 2nd floor avail. Pool,
basketball, volley, tennis, pets ok.
Quiet. Starting @$725/mo. Call/email:
Cindy@ LA Realty 407-679-2600
LAReal61@aol.com
Available - 1 Bdrm Apts located on
11600 Mendel Drive, only 3 blocks
from University. only $450 per
month! Call 321-229-1426

...

NEGOTIABLE RENT

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven Campusfundraiser 3 hour
fundraising event. Our programs make fundraising easy with no risks.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly so get with .the program! It works. Contact
Campus Fundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

for a female student looking for
part time work as a nanny in
eve/wknds. Large house 4 mi
from UCF, with your own room.
Call 407-595-5605.

l

NEED A'ROOMMATE FAST??

FREE WEIGHT TRAINING
.The Exercise Physiology Lab at UCF is looking for healthy, inale and
female volunteers (ages 18-3'5), to participate in a research study to
examine how genetics affects the way a person responds to weight
training.

Participants will receive:
• 24 supervised training sessions
• -MRI scans of the upper arms
• $125

Orlando's #1 Roommate Service Since
1986! Fast, Safe, Secure! Matches
in minutes! 800-487-8050 or visit
_www. Roommateexpress._com
2bed/2bath du'plex, washer/dryer,
fenced , private, approx. 1 mile to UCF.
1Ox20 shed in back. Ideal for two
students. Negotiable.
·(407) 977-1591 or e-mail
osb32816@bellsouth.net.

•

Call Today
407-823-5163

APT FOR RENT - 2/2 $650/mo includes
water, garbage, and local phone with
voicemail. Walking distance to UCF.
Pets OK. Call Rachel 407-781-3402.
1 bed/bath avail. in Waterford Lakes
Home. Less than 10 min. from UCF.
Fast access. DSL, All utilities incl.
Call Lindsay at , ·
(954) 701-3806 or (407) 273-5486 . .
To Sublett: 1 BDRM in large,
fully furnished, 3 BDRM APT @
Alafaya Club Apts. Prov BDRM, 1250
sq ft. BDRM is 14x12, AVAIL NOV 1,
2002. UTIL, DSL, Cable inclu in rent.
Trash p/u at door, will negotiate
financial help during subrett per'iod.
888-271 -5566 for details.
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SERVICES

II!Il1

SERVICES

eFun & Easy Transportation
· • fmandng Available
• 2yr untunited mileage warranty
• 3 models/ 9 <olors
• Major aed"d cards a«epted

University of Central Florida
Ca re e ·r Res o u r c e Ce n t e r

•

Parts - S11ks - SerViee
Jet

Ski Orlando

(407) 859-3006

.Cigprs

Pipes
Incense ,

•

CASSELBERRY LOCATIOK
,,. i32 E. SEMORAN BLVD. .

•

COLONIAL LOCATION
5600 W. COLONIAL DRIVE

407.332.8365 .,

Join us as we kick off the school year in style. Get your picture taken
with Knightro, and enter to win prizes c;:iS you learn abou
t what the
CRC can do for your major, career,· internship, or job search.

407.292.1889

. Oxford Square Plaza
. {;1cr~ from SAMS Club)

'Colonial Comer Plaza

NATIONAL CREDIT REPAIR®

Thanks to our sponsors:

CREDIT PROBLEMS?·
Legally remo_
v e from your credit report:

• late,Payme~ts .

-~

•,1,ct.,rlif-.0..1:?· .

·• Repijjessi9ns ·

Thursday, September 5, 2002 6
-8 PM
Student Resource Center, Room 185

Ask about our 110% Money Back Guarantee Cell: (352) 978-1960
Regional Representative
Ofc.: 1-866-376-7177 (Toll Free)

Bill Lavender

c

Located across from the
Marketplace Dining Hall in the
Student Resource Center ·

.

Phone: (407) 823 -2361
· Email: crc@mail.ucf.edu _ ·

Career Resource Center

HARLYN RECORDING STUDIOS
will turn your music ideas into a retail
ready CD. Singer/songwriter
/Producer/Kbds/Arranger/Engineer
Mastering,.Label credits, Affordable!
www.paulharlyn.com 407-566-0655

[I]

RELIGION

Video Production Services

DD

II!Il1

HOMES

SERVICES

II!Il1

SERVICES

EditingNideography for events, school
projects, music videos, etc.
Call Scott for details 407-362-3427
E-mail scott@jellomonkey.com

DRY CLEANED & PRESS

You Can Live·Rent Free

~
!!am•llllllmm
The Orlando Real Estate market is
appreciating as fast as _a monthly
mortgage payment... tell your family
Invest in Orlando .•.lt Pays

America's Teeth Whitening Company

Professional
Teeth Whitening~

199::..

Great Ratesll

•

m

407-671-3134

::res

• Condo& IT-Houses
• Single Family Houses

z~
.., ·

Lab Direct -NO Office VISIT.

Call Us Now

..,

1.877.71.WHITE.

Craig_Rudolph@Realtor.com

•

Im ROOMMATES
Grad. student looking for room

'

•

to rent in house close to UCF
w/garage to store new vehicle.
Very clean, quiet & responsible.
Call Sam at (407) 709-5098.

II!Il1

·.'Fantastic_Sauis·
CUTS ·• PERMS • COLOR
·

-Experieircea Stylists-

SERVICES

Send a cake to their office! _ .
DEIJVERED BEAUTIFULLY GIFf PACKAGED
WITH NAPKINS, PLATES, FORKS, CANDLES,
M,\TCHES, KNIFE AND BALLOONS!

•

Study w/ pros who have starred on
Broadway, TV, and-films in NYC, LA,
london! Grad: RADA and LAMDA,
Stella Adler, etc. Priv. coaching also.
Skye Aubrey 407-788-8916
Hair Guttery -10% o~for Students
on ali services M-F 9am-3pm
Hair Guttery in Suncrest Village on
Dean and University by Publix. Call 407-672-3084

CATHOLIC
CAMPUS
MINl"STRY
Mass Sundays,
8:30 p.m•..
Student Union 3l6CD
Fr. David ·•.Scotchie
.
(40n 657-6114 x22,~
-

http:/I pegasus.cc.ud.edu/-Unr
'

Frustrated
wl Traditional Therapy?
Be your own therapist, and stop
wasting time and money. Recorded
message 24 hrs. 212-252-6823

moNCAMPUS

Solutions

www.ca~pusfundraiser.com

flJ

Gotta order the cake?

Take the hassle out!
Buttercream,
chocolate, carrot
cakes, huge pies,
cheesecakes, muffins,
cookies and morel

Acting Workshops!

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2;000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser
. 3 hour fundraising event.
Our programs make fundraising
easy with no risks. Fundraising ·
dates are filling quickly, so get
with the program! It works. Contact
Campus Fundraiser at
(888) 923-3238, or visit

Friend or spouse's birthday?
'"

Pants-Jeans-Shorts Mens or Ladies
Student Special - $2.00 each
Liberty Cleaners (407) 677-7100
10006 University Blvd. & Dean Rd.
Bring this ad & Student ID

,

Our lowest price ever! Save $300 to $600
Brighter Image provided professional teeth
whitening to over 5000 clients last year
alone. It's because our Lab Direct service
has made Professional Teeth Whitening
Affordable, Convenient and now it's
easier than ever to improve your image.

'Investors' Mortgage Plan
3% Downpayment

C:l

TM.

Ask about other UCF specials
10691 E. Colonial (Aloma Center West. of Alafaya)

( 407) 380-5626 ..

.MISC.

AMPLIFIERS, PRO AUDIO,
KEYBOARDS, SOUND MODULES,
& RECORDING GEAR WANTED-CASH. Call 407-363-5363.
..L S 3 1 0 I

•

GhaHenges

an ·

as a research
r:Tu;/

or 30 ,wee~ a~ $8/hour).

..

Expectations
"•
l;'

' Mu~t be~ jJnior (between 55'to 90 hours of
coursework complet~d or at least-55 hours
left to take}
·~

• ~reference given to racial .or",e thpic r,:ninorities
with unmet financial needo~ at least $3600
• Must have interest in research opportunities
..

~

Enjoy a creative le·arning experience
with lots of support
Prepare yourself for graduate.school
Attend activities and workshops with
other RAMP participants

'

Prepare research report (oral and
written) at end of junior year

.Deadline: Se.p tember 13, 2002

u Application available at wel5site:

Wlf,IW.provoft.ucf.edu/ramp

· F.or questions contact: ·aean John Schell
it' sc:hell@mail.ucf.edu

•

;J;

Dean Patricia Bishop
pbishpp@mail.ucf.edu

